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"Tuming and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer
Things fall apart: the center cannot hold:
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the V.'orld.
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed. and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is dro\\ned:
The best lack all conviction. while the worst
Arc full of passionate intensity

Surely some revelation is at hand:
Surely the Second Coming is at hand:·

Excerpt from The Second ( 'mning by William Butler feats

Kai m)n)~ ianv i1QO n:av'Hl'" Kl:tl 'H~ 71£XV'ra i.v
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And he is before all things. and in him all things hold together.
Colossians I: 17
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Introduction
The Bible is a mosaic. one large

meta-narratin~

made up of a plethora of smaller stories.

instances. and encounters. Each of these smaller stories is integral to the larger story. Both
minutiae and an ability to grasp the big picture arc important when one comes to read the Bible.
This paper attempts to address the small details of Scripture. and from those small details
cndca\·ors to gain an image of the mosaic in a way that may not be commonly considered.

The mosaic of the Bible has many common threads and themes. These threads run
throughout the story. giving it structure and purpose. One such theme is the tension between
order and chaos. between function and anti-function. and fullillment and disobedience. This
paper attempts to analyze and define this thread and then trace it throughout the whole of
Scripture.

However. before beginning that venture. some tenn~ and concepts must be defined.

Shalom is the way that things arc supposed to be. Shalom ,.,·ould describe the state of the
world that

\\'aS

functioning just as God intended it to. This t.:onccpt shall be more fully developed

in th..: chapter on Genesis. but , .. hat suffices for no\\ is that Shalom is the perfect relationship
between God and man and the perfect flourishing and functioning of man on earth. 1

Order is the ..good" arrangement of things in the ·world in relation to each other. It is the
opposite of chaos. It is thl' way that things are arranged in Shulom.

function dl!scribcs the way that one should live. This involves the activities and works
that one does. but it also entails all facets of one's life. To fultill one·s function mean:-, to have
1

Cornelius Plantinga. 1Vot the U'~·lt 's Supposed to Be. (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1995). I 0.

5

one's inner and outer life he lived in acwrdance with the way God wishes it. For humans. it
involves acting as

on~

should on earth. living in community with one another. and living in

community with God. It involves action. relationship. and rest. For each facet of creation. God
creates a sphere in which they should live and function.
Sin is the culpable breaking of Shalom. 2 It is the breaking and twisting of the way that the
world is supposed to be. It is failing to fullill one·s function and attempting to live outside of the
sphere in which something has been placed by God. Sin is anti-function.
Chaos is a state of disorder. It is not evil in and of itself. but it is a neutral force that can
he twisted by evil to bring about havoc in the world. Chaos is not inherently evil. It v.·as the state
of the creation before God brought order to it.
For the purpose of this work. the act of creation is not the process of bringing something
out of nothing but rather the process of giving something a function and a purpose and a sphere
in which to live and fulfill that function. Even things that already exist can be created. By being
created. they are called out of chaos and into a life of order in which they live as they \\ere meant
to live. It is a step toward the restoration of Shalom.
In this work. I seek to shov.· ho"

th~

tension between order and disorder plays out

throughout the meta-narrative of Scripture. I begin with Genesis. focusing primarily on Genesis
1, then Genesis 2-11, and painting a broader picture of Genesis 12-50. God establishes function
in the beginning and creates a world of perfect order. I examine the functions that God sets in
place and the functionaries that he installs. God establishes a temple for himsdf. and he rests in
that temple. He creates humanity to bear hi~ image and play an integral role in his creation.

2

1bid .. 18.

6

Howe\'er. humanity fails to fulfill their function and chooses to sin. \Vith this sin con1L'S chaos
and disorder. Sin , ...·orks against the order that God has installed in the world. and from that first
moment the world begins to spin out of control. This is seen clearly throughout the rest of the
story. However. also secn clearly is God's attempt to reston: order to a creation that he prizes.
This begins in Genesis and is evident throughout the n.:st of Scripture.

I then examine the story of Exodus in some detail. God uses chaos to rescue his people
out of the chaos of slavery. The plagues parallel the creation account ac;; all the functions that God
installed in creation descend into disorder. The l:xodus narrative shows that God is the master of
the chaos and he is faithful to redeem his people. lie calls his people out and gives them a
function. I k provides the Law so that this function can be fulfilled and he can d\\dl among his
people.

I then trace the thread of order and disorder throughout the rest of the Old Testament. The
nation of Israel constantly chooses to abandon their function. and chaos and disorder arc the
consequences for the nation. Throughout the period ofjudges. kings. the divided kingdom. and
the people in exile. there is a constant longing for things to be the way that they should but a
consistent disobedience among the people of God. The people abandon function and refuse to
repent. God sends messages to warn his people. but they do not listen. Thus. judgment occurs.
This often happens through other agents of chaos. Neighboring nations wage \\ar on Israel.
people arc taken captive. or sometimes society plummets into debasement. God uses this chao~
to rid his people of the evil in which they are living. However. the evil is ne\·er fully eradicated.
and throughout this saga God constantly reminds his people that although

the~

are unfaithful he

remains trUt.: to his function. One day he will restore his people and things will once again he the
way that they arc supposed to be.

7

I then examine Jesus in light of this order - disorder paradigm. Jesus is the one who holds
everything together. and he ushers in the kingdom of God. I lis coming represents the beginning
of the ultimate fulfillment of the covenant promises of God. By his death and resurrection he
makes it possible for full function to be restored to the people of God. He re-creates his people
and gives them a function and a commission.

I then study the writings of Puul through the function- anti-function lens. Paul talks to
the people who have been called out of chaos and into a new way of life as God's people. He
consistently exhorts Christians to fulfill their function. and his function in the body of Christ is to
enable Christians to better understand their role in the kingdom of God.

Finally. I closely examine Revelation. I note that the plagues of Revelation parallel the
days of creation and the functions that God installed. The order that God created is falling apart,
and chaos is allowed to work itself out. Evil is allowed to have its way. In doing so. the
ultimately self-destructing forces come to dissolution. and it is in this end of creation that God
returns. He eradicates evil once and for all and restores function to the cosmos. He creates a
perfect world of order in which humanity cun dwell and fulfill their function in community with
God and with one another.

8

Genesis

In Genesis. one can sec the beginning of the Biblical narrative. It is here that one can gain
a picture of what the world is supposed to be like. It is here that the story of humanity and
creation begins. God creates a perfect world. and this world is marred by sin and human choice.
When sin is introduced into this perfect "'orld, the sin warps creation and causes chaos to wreak
havoc upon the world. In order to understand the meta-narrative of Scripture. one must begin at
the beginning. However. to better understand the beginning. one must understand the context of
that commencement.

/\. Reexamination of Context

Walton has written extensively on the topic of Genesis 1 as an account of God giving
function. The creation out of nothing by God is not questioned. but it is suggested that the
support of this is not the primary reason for the Genesis l account. Rather. the beginning of
Genesis addresses different concerns for the original Hebrew audicnce.

3

Walton proposes a reexamination of the context in \vhich the book of Genesis was written
and the audience to whom it was \Nritten. Genesis was written in the midst of the culture of the
Ancient Near East. In this era. the m:1hologies of the people provide a window into their culture
and situation. Their m:1hologies "ere their explanations of how the world came into being nnd
how it worked.

4

3

John H. Walton. Genesis. The NIV Application Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondcrvan. 2001 ), 67-68.

4

Ibid .. 27.

9

The cosmology of the ancient \\Orld is dcscrih~d hy Walton as being .. function
oriented''5 .The people of the ancient Ncar East understood something to exist if it served the
function that it wa~ designed to serYe in an ordered system. Thus. an act of creation

\\US

to give

something a role or function within that ordered system. This cosmology is not merely seen in
Genesis. hut in other ancient Ncar Eastern texts as well. Sumerian. Egyptian. and Babylonian
texts reveal the same mindsct. The talc of Adapa. the Atrahasis Epic. the Gilgamesh Epic. and
l:.numa Elish all play a large role in dctennining the cosmology of the ancient Ncar East creation
account~.

The tak of Adapa tells the story of the human Adapa being called before the god of the
heavens because he has .. broken the wing" of the South Wind. The patron god Ea advises Adapa
not to c:at the bread and drink the water offered to him because it will kill him. Adapa does

a~

he

says. hut later realizes that the bread could have made him immortal. 6 Here one sees a god
deceiving humanity and attempting to stop a human from gaining immortality.
The Atrahasis Epic describes the events that result in the creation of humanity. The lower
gods rebd against their work load and humans arc created to do the work for them. However. the
humans

~oon

create too much noise. and so the gods send a flood to solve the problem. Atrahasis

is the king of Shuruppak and he is warned of the impending disaster. He therefore builds a boat
and san·~ other animals. birds. and assumedly people. 7 Parallels here arc easily drawn between
the creation of humans in this account and Genesis. In addition to this. a parallel to the Flood in
Genesis 7 can he seen.

'John H. Walton. The Lost JJ'or/J ofGmesis One. (lnterVarsity Press. :!009). :!3.
Walton. Genesis, :!8.
7
Ibid.

t>

10

The Gilgamesh Epic describes the search of Gilgamesh for immonality. The story als0
centers on the relationship between Gilgamesh and his countcrpan l.:nkidu. L·.n"idu

v.a~

created

by the gods to distract Gilgamesh from oppressing the citizens of Uruk. Together they em bar"
upon multiple adventures. and they eventually incur the \\Tath of the gods. ln"idu is chosen to
die. Gilgamesh then begins to search for immonality. I lis quest leads him to an immortal that
was once monal. Utnapishtim. whose story is the llood account. lie was saved from a flood by
building a boat. The god Ea broke his oath and warned Utnapishtim. despite the fact that the
flood \vas designed to wipe out all of humanity. After Utnapishtim · s survival. the g0ds grant him
eternal life. l ltnapishtim directs Gilgamcsh to an underwater plant that has rejuvenating powers.
Gilgamcsh is bitten by a serpent before he can eat the plant. and so returns to his home resolved
to live the bl!st that he can.R Again. one can sec here a man's search for immonality.

Enuma Elish is a Babylonian epic of creation. It describes the binh of the head god
Marduk. the rebellion against him. and his quash of that rebellion. It then tdls of how Marduk
organizes the cosmos and is proclaimed the king of the gods. Mardu" creates people from the
blood of a leader of the rebellion to do the work of the younger gods.

9

One can learn from these and other texts much about the cosmology of the ancient world.
Creation texts ,..,ere used to describe the

structur~

of the \\Orld and how the structures

\\~re

put

into place by deitic::s so that the cosmos could function. The attributes of the deities were
reflected in the functioning of the cosmos. It was believed that the cosmos was an extension of

11

lbid.

'~Ibid .. 2Q

11

the deities. and the gods functioned within that

cosmo~.

Thus. because of the close connection

between the gods and the cosmos. theogony was often linked to cosmogony. w

The ancient texts also reveal much about what ''as believed about the features of the
cosmos. Nearly all creation accounts begin with the cosmos as nonfunctional and with no
operational system. The creation consists of an order and a system being given and the chaotic
state being resolved. Creation also often begins with the presence of primeval waters. These
\\aters represent chaos. Order is brought out of this chaos and a system of the cosmo~ is put into
place. The process of naming is revealed to he an important one in the creative act. Naming was
considered to he associated with identity. role. and function. The act of separating clements of
the cosmos is also generally invoh·cd in creation accounts. Heaven is separated from land. and
sometimes upper and Jo·wcr waters arc separated. Living creatures are rarely induded in creation
accounts. although the creation of humans is often included. 11

Genesis in Context

As one approaches Genesis. then. one should do so with the cosmology of the ancient
!'\car Eastern \\Orld in mind. The creation accounts in other texts sho\\ the chaos-order umbrella
of the cosmos. and place heavy emphasis on function. Genesis is not an exception to this pattern.

There arc. however. several key differences between the Genesis creation account nnd the
other Mesopotamian creation accounts. Boyd noll"s that Genesis depicts one sovereign God
alone. while llthcr texts described a plethora of imperfect gods at odds '' ith one another.
Humanity is not fonned from the blood of a rebellion or to do the ,..,·ork of the lesser gods in
Genesis as it is in other accounts. but rather humanity is created in the image of God. Boyd also
10

II

Walton. Lost World. 29-30.
Ibid .. 31-35 .

12
discusses the unprecedented sovereignty of God. He shows that many of the gods in other
accounts arc described as mere natural phenomena. such as the water and the sun. The ..deep"
that represents the evil spirits in Enuma Elish is merely water in Genesis 1, depcrsonitied and
demythologized hecausc the power of God is so much greater. God's Spirit docs not have to
battle it but merely hovers over it. and this is enough. 12

\\'alton

suggest~

that Genesis was written to com·ey that God alone is sovereign and that

evel')1hing in creation. nature. and history is dependent upon him. The Old Testament did not
seck to answer the question of the existence of deity. Rather. it presumed the existence of deity
and sought to explain whether there was one god or man). The hook of Genesis thus shows that
there is only one God. This God created tht.: whole universe without competition from other
deities. He did not create other deities. and there were no other gods to whom responsibilities
WL"rc delegated. There was only one God who was all powerful and without compart.:. u

Exel!etical Summary of Genesis 1:2 - 2:3

Walton descrihcs Genesis I as a "simple but majestic account of God's bringing order to
the chaos". 1 ~ There is a balance struck between days 1-3 and days 4-6. with day 7 functioning as
the climactic moment in the story. Days 1-3 concern ··shape." and days 4-6 deal with ··filling up
that shape.'' 15 Genesis I provides a picture of a sovereign God bringing order out of a world of
chaos and then functioning in the ordered world. E\'et')1hing is given function and the function is
carried out. 16

1

~ Grego~ Boyd. God At War The fJihlr! and Spirilllal Conflict. (Downers Grove: lnterVarsit) Press.
1997). 85.
P Walton. Genesis. 50-51 .
14
Ibid .. 65.
1
' Da\ id Will.inson. Thl' .A.fe.uagc of Creation. (Do\\ners Grove: lnterVarsit) Press. ~00.::!). 2~.
10
Walton. Genesis. 65.

13

Genesis 1 :2 begins with the world that God created in chaos. It is described as fonn less
and empty. The contrast in Genesis is not as much hetween something against nothing as it is
between order against chaos. The existence of chaos was of central importance in the ancient
Near East. Darkness and the sea were the key forces of chaos in the cosmos. God shows his
sovereignty by demonstrating power over those forces. He does this by bringing order out of the
disorder that is described in verse 2. Tolw is used to describe the matter that has been created.
Walton states that analysis of the Hebrew shows that the word indicates that the cosmos was
··empty ofpurposc. meaning. and function'".

17

The tolw cosmos had no order or functionality but

simply existed. In the Egyptian culture at this time. to describe something as .. nonexistent" was
to say that it did not have function or deiinition. Walton suggests that the same concept applies
here. Creation is an act of giving function. and function is given to the \\'orld that so obviously
Jacks order. 18 Hamilton echoes this when he ohservcs that "'in creation there is separation tmvard
order.'' 19 Waltkc notes that the story of creation is

One must note at this juncture that while darkness ami water are clements of chaos that
appear in the creation account. they arc not inherently evil. They are not personified. They arc
thus elements of chaos that are powerless in the face of the sovereignty of God. In addition to
this. on~! cannot equate chaos with evil. If all things in chaos are evil. then God has brought an
inherently evil world into existence. Rather. chaos is a neutrality that indicates that God has work
yet to be accomplished.

Dav One (1 :3-5)

17
18

Ibid.
Ibid.. 72-74.

IQ

Victor P. Hamilton. The Book ofGenesis :Chapters 1-17, (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans. 1990). 120.

14

God said "Let there be light." and there was light. Walton suggests that it is the period of
light that God has created. God separated light from darkness. In this instance:. "'separated"" does
not mean to pull something apart. but rather to sort things out to their respective places. God
assigns ··each part to its respective sphere and slot."20 Thus. by separating light and darkness.
God has created time. This is the first function that God instills in the cosmos. The cosmos tlo\vs
in an ordered and structured manner within the construct of time. He sets up a sequence of
alternating light and darkness. 21 The word .. cosmos" itself if derived from the Greek word
"'lCocrJ.Io<;"', which is the cognate of the verb '"KOO"J..lEW. " 22 This word means to create or to
arrange. 23 This '"cosmos" is the word that is translated ··heavens and earth"". The very essence of
creating is ordering and arranging.

l)ay Two (1 :6-8)
On the second day. God separated ··water from water". The Hebrew word. raqia. was
understood by the Hebrew people to be a solid dome. Hamilton describes it as "something that is
created by being spread out or by stretching.'" 2 ~ The raqia is then named samayin (sky) and
separates the waters above from the waters below. The Israelites believed that clouds come from
the end of the earth. Enuma Elish depicts the sky being formed from half of a cadaver of an evil
goddess. Marduk provides restraint to prevent the goddess from releasing chaos onto the earth.
Here. one can see that heaven ··operates under restraint." 25 Chaos is held back. ln ancient Near
Eastern culture. the gates of heaven were also at the ends of the earth. The noodgates that open
during the Flood are in the samayin. The Sumerian god of weather. lshkur. opens the gates of
20

Ibid .. 119
Walton. Genesis. 79.
22
Bruce K. Wahl-e. An Old Testament Theolog), (Grand Rapids; Zondervan. 2007). 179.
23
Ibid .. 179.
24
Hami It on. 11:2
2
s Hamilton. 123

21

15
heaven. It was believed that the sun passed through

th~

discusses cosmic storehouses in which meteorological

gates of h~aven as it set.
ph~.:nomena

Th~

Bible

(such as lightning. hail. and

rain) and rav.- materials (such as grain. barley. and dates) arl' stored. Raqia thus has a close
connection to the function of weather. The choice of the concept of ruqiu

\\a~

an excellent

choice to shtnv thut God set in place an operational weather system.:!(>
na~

Three (1 :9-13)
On day three. we can see God establishing agriculture and vegetation. All the soil and

land is in one place. and the water is in another localized place. Walton suggests that the
description of this da) focuses on how the agricultural system is to function. Plants are made to
h~ar

seed and new plants will grov. from these seeds. Soil and water sources arc distinct and

clear. 27

Thus. in days 1-3. God has set up the functions of time. weather. and agriculture. He has
begun to bring order to the chaos of the cosmos. These three functions
fuundations of the order of creation. Onl' can see this
when he again brings order and

d~.:clares

echo~d

thu~

stand as the

in the words of God after the Flood

that ··seedtime and harvest. cold and heat. summer and

winter. day and night will never c~asc ... Enuma Elish contains a .similar scquen~~ of order being
brought to the cosmos. References to day and night arc made. followed by Marduk creating rain.
clouds. wind. and fig. Subsequent to this. soil is localized and water is placed in one area. The
difference between the Bible and other ancient r\ear East te:-..ts is that God declared his functions
to be ··good:· These functions were given by God to bring order to the \Vorld. The contrast is that

when something is "not good'' it is not operating in accordance with its purpose. By God

26
27

Walton. Genesis. 111-112.
Ibid.. 113.

16

declaring his functions good. he is showing that the world was not designed to he a \\ar bet\\cen
natural phenomena and people. While people might struggle against time. weather. and
agriculture. this is not the way that the world \\a:- intended to be.~

This is

th~:

8

last instance ofGod naming something that he has created. lk willlc<ne this

function to man after man is crcatcd.

29

Uod continue::. to create. but after bringing order into the

world and naming that order. he creates functionaries and lets man name them. God has
established these three functions. llc goes on in days four through six to put functionaries in
place to carry out these functions.

IJav Four (1:1~-19)
The celestial bodies are descriht?d as '"signs to mark the seasons and the years." The word
"signs"' is independent of the other words. The first function of the celestial bodies is thus to
convey knowledge of God and to reveal him. God usc::. the heavenly bodies as signs to his
people. The second function ofthe celestial bodies is to separate day from night.

30

An additional

function is to identify and mark seasons. These seasons serve as a ,.,.·ay to mark the timing of
liturgical c\·cnts such as festi,·als or feasts. Finally. the celestial bodies mark days and years.
They marked the passage of time and allowed for a calendar to be forn1ed. 31

These functions of the celestial bodies arc echoed elsewhere in biblical and
Mesopotamian literature. In a Sumerian treatise. the major gods put celestial bodies in place to

11

Ibid .. 115.
Hamilton. 1~5.
lo Hamilton. 127.
31
Walton. GenesiJ. 1~2-123 .

!'l
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regulate days, months. and

omen~.

In a Babylonian hymn, the sun god also regulates the

season~

p

and the calendar. ·-

Days one and four correspond to one another. On the first day. God separates the light
from the darkness. On the fourth day. he creates luminnrics to provide that light.

l>a~

Fin (1 :20-23)
On day five, God created creatures of the sea and birds. The creatures of the sea in the

ancient Ncar l:ast context usually were creature~ like the Leviathan. who were monsters of
chaos. However. here the reader learns that these creatures too have their function. God has
created thl!m and has dominion over them. and they ton serw a purpose in his ordered cosmos.
God blessed the neatures and told them to he fruitful and multiply. God desin:s the proliferation
of his creation. One ~:an sec this blessing echoed in the blessing that he gives humanity. (iod
orders these creatures to reproduce. hut this is not meant to he a burden upon humankind. In fact.
the creatun:s arc meant to he subservient to humanity. 3 ~

Day two and day five correspond to one another as well. On day two. God created a
separation between the waters. He created the environment in which living creatures could
survive.

34

He has thus put creatures in a specific sphere that he has created for them. the water or

the sky. Here. too. one can see evidence of the order of God's creation.

~ 2 Walton. Lost U"orlJ. 64.
3
~ Walton. <..ienesis. I "27.
4
' Hamilton. 129

18
Day Six ( 1:2~-31)

On the sixth day. God made animals and humankind. The earth brought forth the animals
in the same way that the earth brought forth vegetation. implying a functional rclationship. 35 The
animals and humans are also to procreate. The creator God has created crcators. 36

Finally. God creates humans. He creates humans in the image of God. and this is integral
to their t\mction and purpose. In the ancient Near East. an image was ''believed to carry thl!
essence of that which it represented"'.

37

This does not mean that the image could do \\'hat the

being that it represented could do or even that it looked exactly the same. However. it did mean
that the work ofthe being was accomplished through the image. In Mesopotamia. a king would
place his image in the location in which he wanted to assert his rule. However. apart from this
instance. only gods were generally made in the image of other gods. Thus. humanity made in the
image of God implies that humans arc to carry out the functions of God upon the earth. The
image of God not only enables people to serve as God's emissaries but also to act and to be like
him. Walton states that humans were made with the capacity to become more and more like God
and to mirror his divine attrihutcs ..\11

God gives humans specific instructions as to how to act on the earth and how to carry out
their function. He tells them to he fruitful. to increase in number. to fill and suhduc the earth. and
to rule over the other Jiving hcings. The term "to rule" means to bring something under control.

Humans are the officiators of the God-given functions on the earth. The \\'Ord ..to subdue" carries

35

Walton. Genesis, 127.
Hamilton. 133.
37
Walton. Genesis. 130.
18
Ibid .. 130-131.
30

19
implications of domestication. It is used of kings dominating others. of priests fulfilling their
roles. or of shepherds over their sheep. Subduing the earth is associated with tilling the carth. 3Q

As God's image hcarers. therefore. humanity

wa~

to multiply and fill the earth. They

were to spread the spread the worship of God and \\en.· to he his kingdom on the earth. They
wen; to reign and function in that kingdom.

On days 1-3. Ciod creates functions: time. weather. and agriculture. On days 4-6. Ciod
creates functionaries: celestial bodies. plants. living creatures. and humans. The celestial

bodic~

(day 4) arc the functionaries of time (day I), the Iish and birds (day 5) live in the sphere of the
sky and the waters

(da~

::n, and the humans and animals (day 6) live on dry land. \\ith vegetation

as their food (day 3).~ 0

It should he noted that the functionaries do not necessarily carry out the function of their
sphere. Rather. they populate their sphere and it is within that arena that they carry out their
functions.~ 1 God has thus ucated an ordacd wsmos in \vhich all living things han: their sphere

in "hich they carry out their ordained functions. This is the perfect and •·good.. world that God
ha:-. created.

Day Sc\'Cil (2: 1-J)
It is in this good and perfeet world that God rests on the se\'enth day of the creation
process. God stops the \\ork of the previous six days and hegins to settle in to the

cosmo~

that he

has put into order. He hegins to dv.;ellthere and enjoy \\hat has been created. The noise. the

w Ibid .. 132.
11
~ lbid .. l33.
~I

Ibid.
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activity. am.l the speaking ceasc."12 In the Ancient Near Eastern creation accounts. the gods rested
after th.: creation of man.u They haJ cr.:ated a temple for themselves in which they \vould be
4

worshipped and given allegiance. The cosmo~ of Genesis I is God's tcmple. ~ Thus. the order.:d
cosmo:- is both an .:nvironmcnt for the beings that he has createJ and is also a s;mctuary and

temple for himself. On th.: seventh day mor.: is revealed about the o\'erall function of the \\ hok
cosmos. It is e\·ident that God has been working with the ultimate goal of this resting and
dwelling in mind. This goal was not unfamiliar in the ancient l\ear East. One of the main goals
of the gods involved in the creati vc process was to create a place where they could rest. \\'alton
describes the gods as "constantly seeking repose... 45 It is a goal that is quite evident as one reads
Genesis with this context in mind. The cosmos is supposed to function as God's temple. God is
enthroned as he inhabits his resting place.~()

The fact that the garden is a temple means that the human beings arc inferentially priests
in that temple ..n This theme of man a~ priest continues to be seen until its ultimate fulfillment
\\'hen Jesus becomes the great high priest.
This is also the only day of crc~tion that is not described

~s

ha\'ing an eYcning and a

night.~R This seems to be indicati\'c of the final state in Revelation where night will be no mon:
because the presence of God will always shine. \\'hilt: there \\as night in the garden. it is
noteworthy that on the scvcnth day then: is no mention of it. Perhaps this is an indication of what
is to come.

~~Hamilton. 141.
~J Hamilton. 143.
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In the Genesi~ creation account. therefore. God create~ an ordered world owr \\ hich he
has complete sovereignty. lie commissions people to carr) out their designated functions on the
earth. People arc thus under obligation to bring order to the world as God has brought order to
tht.' cosmos. God is meant to dwell in the temple that he has created for himself in the ordered
cosmos.

Order and Chaos After Genesis I
GL)d has created an orden:d cosmos. in '' hich he rest~ on the seventh day. Ik creates a
garden in v;hich humans can live. and all functions as it should for some time. There \\as shalom.

Shalom is \\·hat the Bibk portrays. and what Plantinga describes. as a ..universal flourishing.
wholeness. and delight".

411

Every1hing is in right relationship with evef)1hing else. The functions

arc being carri!.!d out as they should. and the world is working the way that it is designed to work.
This is the way that the \\orld is supposed to be. Hov.:ever. tht.' world does not stay this way. Sin
ent_e rs the world. as one reads in Genesis 3. and nothing is the same again. Plantinga defines sin
as the culpable disturbance of shalom.

50

The relationship between humans themselves. bctv.;cen

people and nature. and between people and God is disturbed and marred. The way things arc
supposed to be has been disrupted. God's perfectly ordered system has been deliberately
shattered by personal human choice. The encasement of order is cracked \\'ith sin. and chaos
comes rushing in as a result of that destructive act. What is termed the fall is thus in essence an
act of anti-creation. 5 1 Distinctions are blurred and roles become confused. Function becomes
lost. Plantinga states that corruption ..both explodes and implodes creation" and pushes it bad.

•~ Plantinga. I 0.
~0 Ibid.. 10.
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Ibid.. 29.
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..to the fom1lcss ,·oid" from which it originated. 52 The world begins to mow back toward the
chaos from which it came. The consequence for humanity is ultimately the loss of the purpose of
their existence. Their ability to fulfill their function is shaken. Plantinga notes that sin corrupts
what is particularly human about humanity.

53

In the fall. humanity throws c.may the order that

God orchestrated in the world.

In Genesis :2. man is instructed t0 serve in the garden. lie is to work it and to keep it. One
can again sec the function of man. As an image bearer of God. he is to have dominion over the
earth and to serve hy participating in its upkeep. Man also serves a creative function as he names
the animals of creation. lie was created in the image of God. and mm one can sec him naming as
God named. Man was named and given a function. and nO\\ he functions in his sphere hy
naming and placing order in his sphere of creation.

In Genesis 3. the account is given ofthc fall of humanity. The serpent tells the man and
v.oman that if they cat the fruit then they will he like God. The \HlllHUl and man cat the fruit. In
doing so. they atll..'mpt to rise above the sphere f(")r which they v.'cre created. They go outside of
their function. and deliberately disobey the will of God. This is the God whose image they bear.
and who their lives arc meant to glorit). They use their position in the garden exploitatively and
instead of overseeing it as they arc supposed to they use it for their own gain. They destroy the
function that God had put in place for them. One ~an sec the brokenness that has entered the
world in their actions after their sin. Instead of being driven to God by guilt. they run and hide. q
Their relationship with God is shattered. and they feel the need to hide from him with whom they
v. c:re created to ha\'C a perfect relationship.

$~Ibid.

~ 3 Ibid.. 73.
'>-~ Hamilton. 19 I.
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l3ecausc: of the sin that has entt:rc:d the world. humanity is cursed. The serpent is cursed as
well for his part in tht: events. In each instance of speaking to a trespasser. liod places a curse
5

which involves both a function and a relationship. ~ Humanity find~ it difficult to perfom1 their
function. To carry out the directions of God and multiply. it will become painful for the: \\oman
to hear children. The ability to carry out her function has been mad!.! morl.! demanding and
painful. It becomes difficult for thl· man to have dominion over the earth. It is no longer easy for
him to bring forth agriculture. The man will have to struggle to fulfill the function that God has
given him. The earth that was supposed to flourish under the dominion of man has become
cursed. The functions that God had installed ami declared good arc now marred. ·rbe functions
for humanity still exist. hut their ability to carry them out has been tainted by their own choice.
The clima>. of the judgment is the death of mankind. They ..., ill die. While creation was an act of
..separation toward order:· the result of sin and trespass is ··a separation toward disorder.''
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The

creation of humanity that was designed to live in communion with God is separated from him.
Part of humanity's function

\>\aS

to be with God. and their choices have undone their communion

with their Creator. Their lives will he forever affected by this loss. Humanity will be separated
from life and from God. and th..: world cannot hi.! the same again. llumanity is also expelled from
the garden. Instead of gaining a ne\\ position as

one~

like God. they arc separated from him.

They have .. found nothing. and lost evcrything.''~ 7

God cursed humans atter the fall. and then God curses the earth. Humanity· s sin docs not
afTcctjust humanity. It

5

~ Ibid.. 196.

Ibid.. 120.
7
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affc~.:ts

the earth and all ofGod"s creation.
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While this account is told in only a fev• verses. their effect is seen throughout the whole
meta-narrative of Scripture. Sin has entered into the world. With that sin has come disorder. the
breaking dovm of the order and function that God installed in cn:ation. The order that was
created by a holy God has been warped by the entrance of sin. Thus. it hegins to spiral into
disorder. This disorder in and of itself is not sin. hut it is a result of sin. God will be seen to
intervene in the Bible to stop this spiral from getting too far out of control. but in the end he will
simply let go of what he has been holding back and let the disorder happen. Sin will manifest
itself and the evil will he vividly present. However. evil is not a cooperative force. Evil can work
against evil if God chooses to orchestrate it that way. Evil cats itself and is ultimately selfdestructiw. The disorder that is in the world ~.:auses the dissolution of the world. hut in the end
God returns to the chaos that is lett and once again creates order in the chaos. Throughout the
story of Scripture one can see the creation building, or falling. to that point.

In Genesis 4. the account of Cain and Abel continues to show the fallen state of
humanity. Both Cain and Abel come before the Lord and otTer sacrifices. Already they arc
attempting to restore the relationship that they had lost. However. Cain became jealous when the
Lord accepted Abel's sacrifice and not his own. Instead of fulfilling his function to multiply. he
killed an image hearer of God. The blood cries out from the ground at the order that has been
broken. Cain loses even more of the ability to carry out his function as God tells him that the
ground will not yield its strength to Cain. Cain too is cursed and separated from God.
Genesis 5 shows the genealogy of the humans of the earth since Adam. It is clear that
they arc fulfilling their function to multiply. despite the brokenness oftheir ability and the
shattered condition of the world. Things are not the way that they are supposed to he. hut God is
still working. His people are still multiplying. Howe\'er. these multitudes become very wicked.
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Sin has been allowed into the world and continues to wreak havoc in and among the human race.
Corruption and violence begin to pem1eate society. and chaos continues to spread. Brown notes
that ..the corruption of life threatens to collapse creation itself:'
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Even in the fultilling of their

function to multiply. humanity fails to represent God properly and bear his image throughout the
world. In light of the wickedness of the humanity that God had created to be good and the
corrupt \\'orld that had once been in shalom. God hegins a process of recreation through the
flood.

In Genesis 7. the account ofthe Flood is given. God sees the wickedness ofthe people
that he has created. Their thoughts and actions are depraved. God chooses to deal with this
wickedness by removing the source of the problem: humanity. SQ God chooses a righteous man
from among the wickedness of the world. God gives Noah exact ordered instructions of how to
build the ark. Noah obeys the will of God. God then sends the flood. The flood waters are seen as
being rdeased from the heavens. as if they were being held back. God releases them and they an:
free to flood over the earth and spread disorder. Much ofthe flood is reminiscent of Genesis 3.
The inside and outside of the ark are paralleled with the inside and outside of the garden,
respectively. f>O God then begins the process of recreation out of disorder. The recreation process
mirrors the creation process in Genesis l. The distinctions bel\veen earth and water and between
the \\'aters below and the \Vaters above arc blurred as God allows the chaotic \Vater to wash over
everything. Chaos seems to rule, but after a period of time God once again removes the water
and brings order to the world. God has used chaos to rid the world of disorder. The flood was an
act of un-creation so that God could recreate a world of order once again. The flood recreates the

~~ Plantinga. 54.
~~Hamilton. 275.
w Ibid. 295.
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watery chaos that is mentioned in

G~nesis

1:2. The wind of God once again moves over these

\\aters that CO\'Cr the face ofthe earth. After the Flood. God eventually separates the \\ater from
the land. and brings forth his animals and people. 61 The face of the ground is dry on the first day
of the first month- this is a new year. a new creation. a new start. and a

Ill'\\

chance. Brown

describes chaos as '"the natural consequence of corrupt conduct". with the Flood serving as "the
62

final outcome and remedy"

to that corrupt conduct. In the Flood. God asserts his power over

the chaos and corruption of the earth and society. He allows "the earth's \·iolence [to] bear its
own self-destructive reward."63 Brown suggests that the Flood is a controlled cosmic meltdown.

It is dissolution as a result of the chaos of the world that entered because of sin.IH \\'hen order is
onCl' again brought out of the chaos. God again addresses the key functions that \\ere mentioned
in Genesis: time. weather. and agriculture. God reasserts order within the world. God promises
never again to curse the ground.

In the Flood.

a~

in many other places in Scripture. it is fascinating to note that God uses

chaos to defeat chaos. The forces of chaos can be used against other forces of chaos. Evil eats
itself. in the end. God is the master over all of the chaos. and one begins to get the s~nse that the
chaos that entered the world at the entrance of sin has been straining against God· s rule ever
since. Glld is still so\'ereign. and always will be. but chaos tugs and tugs at the order that God has
put in place. It tries to move things off the center. Things fall apart and the center cannot hold 6 ~
as chaos strains against order. There is a widening gyre that unc sees throughout history as the
earth

continue~

to get more and more chaotic. God is sovereign. but he does not send a t1ood

again. as he promised he would not. In his mercy he docs not allow
61
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chao~

to rule completely.
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HowcYcr. throughout the rest of the story of Scripture there is the sense that this chaos is
straining against the ordered world and attempting to unleash itself. Truly. it is only hy God's
mercy that humans survive. breath. and live in the chaotic world in which they lind themsc!Yes.

It is only hy God's mercy. compassion. and faithfulness that the chaos is held back and does not
destroy itself and all ofhumanity. However. at the end of the Story. one ~an sec that this "viii not
always he the case.

After the Flood. God blesses Noah with an echoing of the command that he gave Adam
and Eve. He tells them to be fruitful and multiply. This is a quasi-new earth. and God gives his
human creation a function. He gives them command OYer the earth and makes them stewards.
again echoing the first chapters of Genesis. God makes a covenant that he will never again usc a
flood to destroy the earth. God promises a sense of order. at least in one area of creation.

\Vhcn God makes a covenant with humanity. he is limiting his ability to do anything he
wants. As God. he could do an}thing that he wanted to do. llowever. he makes a covenant with
humanity and thus commits to a certain course of action. By doing this. he limits himself. He
impose~

a function on himself. Because God is faithful. he fulfills the covenant and fulfills the

function that he imposed on himself.

The parallels between the creation account in Genesis 1 and the recreation in the
attem1ath of the llood are clear. God separates the waters once again. He brings order to the
creation. I Ie sends the animals out into the ne\\ land. l Ic then places humanity on the earth and
tells them to he fmitful and multiply. They are to he his image hearers on the earth and they are
to he sovereign over the earth.
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While God cannot dwell fully in this still-marred temple. he docs ma!...e a

~.:o,enant

with

Noah in the aficnnath of the chaos and recreation. Noah offers him a sacrifice. and God is
pleased. lie promises never again to Hood the earth. God blesses his people. and prohibits them
from certain activities. just as he did in the creation account.
Chapter 9 shows that in the aftcm1ath of the blessing and charge that God gives to his
people to bear his image. they do spread out across the world. The people of the whole canh
\\ere descended from these three men. Chapter 10 illustrates that humanity is indeed multiplying
and spreading. They arc bearing God's image throughout creation.

However. even in this nc" creation. the man who found favor in the eyes of God

get~

drunk and his son behaves shamefully. Once again. a curse is placed on humanity because of
their sinful actions. In this case. a curse is placed on one ofNoah's sons. Even in this new
creation. after the promise of God and the covenant that he gave. sin is still present. God has
given the v;orld a fresh start hut sin has not been eradicated. And \\'ith that sin comes chaos and
inevitable destruction.

After the contrast between the covenant of order and the hint of returning and impending
chaos. one reaches the saga of the Tower of Babel. The "hole L'arth speaks the same ordered
language. hut even this order is corrupted and used for evil. The people desire to make a

nam~:

for themselves instead of representing God and bearing his image. They arc not satislied "ith the
name and function that God has given them. but \Vant to rise above their sphere and name
themsch·es. This is an echo of Genesis 3, and cenainly an act of hubris. God sa\\ this. and so he
again directly imposed chaos on the earth. lie dispersed the: people and confused their language.
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God used chaos to impede the sin that the people were planning. The

num~

that the people

\\anted to make for themselves becomes a nnm~ that is synonymous with shame. 66

God. then. has a chaotic world out of which he calls order. He cn:atrs a peoplt: for
himself through the line of Abram. God gives function through blessing. and thus crcatt:s his
people. I k tells Abram that he will have numerous descendants. thus fultilling the original
blessing and charge given in Genesis 1. I k tells Abram to leave his people and his country and
go to an unspecified land. In this way God's image will be spread and his dominion <wrr the:
earth \Viii be made evident. He promises that Abram will be made into a great nation. that this
nation will be a blessing. and that the nation would have a land. Abram's name will be famous.
This stands in direct contrast to the failed attempt to make a name for humanity at the Tower of
7

Babd.~> They will be a blessing to thl' people around them. They will. thus. be crcati,·c agents
bearing the image of Ciod on the earth. This is an echo of the blessing/commission in Genesis I.
Everyone bears thr.: image of God. but they will be fulfilling pan of the function that God
originally intended Adam. Eve. and all humanity to fulfill. (Interestingly. the first place named is
bethel. a house of God. a temple.)

Abram and members of his family obey God. and the~ leave their homeland. In this. they
an: faithful to God. However. when they attempt to stray from the order of God's commands. the
result is disorder and chaos. Abram attempts to portray Sarai as his half-sister rather than his
wife. in order that

th~ir

lives might be spared. However. Pharaoh and the palace arc inflicted

with seven: plagues. Abran1 is able to collect a iortune from the experience. but he lost an

(J(.
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opportunity to tmst God. I k attempts to misrepresent the sphere in which

s~r~i

is located in

relation to him. and disorder is the result.
God has promised Abram that he will make him into a nation. and yet it is ~ears before
Abram and Sami have a child. Sarai suggests a plan to Abram to

ensur~

that they have child. She

suggests that Abram sleep with her maid and provide a child. When Abram and Sarai try to
interfere with God's plan. chaos is the result. The family unit is split and in disorder. The
ramilkations of this disorder will he seen through multiple generations.

God makes a covenant with Abram through the symbol of circumcision. and in doing so
he gives him a nc\\ name. rhe purpose of circumcision is to set God's people: apart. to remind
them of who they are. and thus remind them of their function. God creates Abraham. naming
him. setting him apart. and giving him a function as part of the people of (iod. ( iod n:crcates
Sarai as welL naming her Sarah and telling Abraham that she will give Abmham a son. Many
nations will he horn through her. Eventually. Abram has a child. just as God promised that he
would. The function given in Exodus still continues.

God once again sees the wickedness of man

ash~.:

did in the period before the Flood of

Genesis 7. He notices thi~ wickedness in Sodom and Gomorrah. and he decides to once again act
and destroy the sin of that city. A clear example of the disordt!r resulting from tht! sin in that city
is seen in Genesis I 9 when the men of the city want to rape the

t\\ o

ml!n of God. He destroys the

city\\ ith fire and sulfur. This begins the motif of di\·inc judgment and destruction hy tire and
sulfur that will continue until the end of the

meta-narratiH~

of Scripture. The daughters of Lot

sleep with their father. The children of this relationship become nations of disorder. One is
reminded of Noah getting drunk. Even when 0od rescues his people out of sin and chaos and
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gives them a second chance, sin is still inherent in humanity. This sin results in chaos and
disorder.
Genesis follows Abraham· s descendents. Isaac and Jacob. Isaac gives Jacob a blessing of
agricultural triumph and political superiority. These blessings echo the blessing of fruitfulness
and dominance that arc given to humanity in Genesis 1.

God sends Jacob to Bethel. the temple. to

rcnam~

and bless him. Here. a stairvvay reaches

down and connects heaven to earth. Ironically, this was the goal of building the tower of Babel.
However. there the goal was for humanity to build a name for themselves. This instance is the
coming do~11 of God to meet with humanity in Jacob. and God will eventually give Jacob a

nc~

name. God creates the man through whom his people will come. He is naming him and calling
him out of disorder. He is giving him a function as part of the people of God. God blesses Jacob
and repeats part of the blessing that he gave to Jacob's ancestors. Jacob will he fruitful and
multiply. and these people will be numerous. These will be the people of God. and they will bear
his image. They \vill prove to be a blessing to the other peoples of the world. The name will
come later. but the process begins at Bethel.

.Jacob makes a vow that Yahweh shall be his God and the stone with which he erected a
pillar shall be God's abode if God protects him on his journey. Jacob promises to give his
allegiance to the God of his ancestors. Jacob commits himself to a relationship with God.

Jacob is renamed and he becomes Israel. On his travels. he erects an altar which he calls
··EI is the God of Israel." Again. Jacob proves the validity of the promise he made to follow God.
The God of his ancestors is also his God. and he is fulfilling his function as an image hearer of
God who is going to be one ofthe pillars of God's people.
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Disorder continues to be evident throughout society as Jacob's daughter Dinah is ddikd
and raped by Shechemitc men. eitiLcns of a nearby city. Simeon and Levi kill all the people of
the city. and arc thus cursed later. They have no order and no specific place where they should
be. The Levites an: later given the function of protecting the tabernacle and guarding it against
incursion. mirroring their actions of avenging their sister from thl' actions of an outsidl.' group of
people.

Jacob· s nc\\ identity and function as an image bearer of God and thl' spreader of his
kingdom is madl.' dear in Genesis 35. God repeats the fact that Jacob is no longer Jacob but
should be called Israel. God name:- him. a creative act. lie places him in a specific sphere in the

nmnos of the people of God and gives him an identity and a function. This is closely tied to hi:-.
relationship with God. This is reiterated by the very next verse. God describe:- himself as El
Shaddai. I k gives his name. and thus reveals his character. lie then bids Israel to be abundantly
fruitful. Again one se-es the function given to humanity in Genesis I. As God's image bearers.
humans an: to spread out across God's creation and to reign. A nation will stcm from Israel. and
the promise given to Abraham will be fulfilled. This nation will be God's chosen people and will
bless the nations. causing them to give glory to God. lk also once again promises them a land.
Jacob named the site Bethel -the house of God. Once again on~.· can see that God has created a
man anJ given him a function. and then his temple is established. This temple is not on par with
Eden. of course. but the parallel is still evident.

Judah marries a Canaanite woman. in contrast to the command to Isaac to not marry a
Canaanite woman. This disorder that Judah brings into the people of God \\Teaks havoc on his
family. Thus. his sons arc evil and they displease Yahweh. !lis eldest son dies because of this.
When this happens. Judah commands his second son to haw sex with his older brother· s wife to
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impregnate her. However. hc does not obey this command and he spills his seed on the ground.
This is in contrast to the command to he fruitful and multiply. This is the antithesis of what the
Lord has instrm:tcd his people to do. These sins result in more sin. Judah commits adultery and
sleeps with his daughter in la'\'1.'.

The history of broken

f~unilics

is seen again in the story of Joseph. I lis brothers act

against him and sell him into slavery. This disorder seems to threaten the promises of God. hut
God

use~

this disorder to carry out som..: of his promises. God blesses Joseph in Egypt and docs

inde~o.·d bless the nations through him. Joseph builds storehouses as 1'\oah built an ark." Again
8

God us..:s chaos to bring about his purposes. With Noah. God used a tlood to recreate the world.
\\'ith Joseph. God

us~o.·s

a famine to bring his people to a position of prominence and to bless the

nations. I k also places his people in Egypt. where they an: blessed and where they begin to
multiply. Despite the disorder and sin in the world. God v.:orks within the !:->ituation to bring about
his order and carry out his function. lie

u~cs

the disorder of Jacob· s family to bring his people to

Egypt where they need they arc safe and blessed. Just as Abraham left the land of his hinh and
relocated his family and lineage to another land. Thl:

f~tmilial

dissent has dissipated. and the

family comes together in a land in which they will he blessed. This is reiterated in the next
chapter where the whole of the family that moved to Egypt is listed.

While God has blessed them and will cause them to multiply. the promise of the land has
not yet been fulfilled. Pharaoh then allows Joseph and his family to choose a land. yet this land is
not completely their own. They have been allowed to stay there. hut they are not in the land that
God had promised them. Jacob knows that this will not he the final land for God's people. This is
evident in his request to be buried elsev.;hcrc. Just as the ark \'1. as a place of shelter that God
6
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provided for a temporar) time. so Egypt is a ternporar~ land for the people of God. However.
they will eventually leave to the land that God has planned for them.

Before Israel dies. he blesses his sons. In doing so. he describes the sphere in which each
son and their offspring will live. This sphere is based both on their past actions and on their

character. The fulfillment of these functions can be seen throughout the rest of the Pentateuch.

Reuben is described as the lirstbom. Hov.·ever. as follows the precedent that has been set
by his ancestors. the law of primogeniture is not followed. Because of Reuben· s sin and his
failure to please Yahweh. he can no longer excel. I le threw away the chance to live up to his
function. and so Jacob declares that he will not be blessed as the firstborn. Reuben tried to rise
above his sphere and sleep \"lith his father's concubine. Chaos has now been brought on the
\\hole family. and the birth order is not followed in the blessing. Reuben· s fate is seen in that the
tribe of Reuben is later integrated into the tribe of Gad.

69

Simeon and Levi are also doomed to he spread across Israel because of their sinful and
chaos-causing actions. After their reaction to the situation that invoh·cd the ShL"chcmitcs and
their sister Dinah. their bkssing too has

~en

forfeited. Eventually. Simeon was integrated into

the tribe of Judah. Their tribe was. in effect. dissolved. The Levites

llC\ cr

have a land of their

own.

Judah is described as the one whom his brothers praise. He is scl.'n as more honorabk
than the brothers who haw preceded him. The tribe of Judah would eventually (Otnc to dominate
the other tribes of Israel. lie is so powerful that he is like a lion that is ready to pounce and

6
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attack.
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.Joseph declares that Judah will continue to be in a position of supremacy until he

possesses that which belongs to him.
Zebulon is promised that he '"·ill settle: n~.:ar the shores of the sea. This is likely a promise
of blessing. for the tribe of /.ehulon will conquer and spread their territory to the WI.!St and to the
north.

71

lssachar is dcscribcd as somc:onc who scl.!ks the best place to settle and the most pleasant
land. The result of this is the loss of thcir independence. The tribe of lssachar became serfs to the
Canaanites. The sin described here is that they sought something that was good ··just as Eve saw
that the apple was good) hut that was not \vi thin their sphere to take. Thus. they step outside the
hounds of the function given to them by God. and disorder results.

Dan is predicted to he a snake hy the wayside that bites at horsc·s hooves. Perhaps what
is suggested here is that though Dan is small. he will be capable of holding his own. lie will have
greater strength that his size would appear to suggest. Jacob thus gives Dan a function that the
tribe will li\'e out.

The tribe of Gad had to constantly deal with invaders from multiple fronts. This is
rellccted in the words that Jacob speaks over him. Jacob declares that raiders \viii raid Gad. but
he will inflict defeat on them. This rcmains tnt.: throughout their history. 72

Asher is described as having rich food and royal delicacies. In fact. the tribe of Asher
does occupy a fenile piece of land and is quite prospcrous. 7J The tribe of Asher has a fum.:tion
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and responsibility of sharing food to th~ royal family. However. this function is twisted and they
provide the Canaanite royals with food rather than royals from their own people.~~

Naphtali is described as <1 doc that bears bl!autiful fawns. Perhaps this is a rctl:rcncc to
Naphtali's independence and their defcnsin! abilities. as Naphtali is one of the few areas that was
. dby
not occup1c

canaamtcs.
. ·~
7

Joseph is described as beset by enemies intent on his destruction. This could be a
reference to the lifl: of Joseph. \Vho certainly bad to deal with insidious plots against his life.
However. the tribes that result from Joseph \\ere also involved in w<Jr. This too could he a
possibk implication of the blessing over him. It also describes Joseph as being separated <Jnd set
apart. While Joseph was once separated from his
he is now set apart by blessing.

brother~

to \ ..·hat appeared to be his detriment.
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Benjamin is the last to receive the blessing. He is described as a ra\ cnous wolf. The
Bcnjaminitcs had the reputation of being fierce and capable warriors.

77

As is evident throughout tht.> blessings that Jacob gives his sons. he speaks over them and
detem1incs their function and their place for their future generations. They arc called out and
named once again. and the portrait of the people of Israel hegins to be painted hy the blessing of
Jacob. These arc to he the people of God. and

110\\

they know their sphere and hov.. they lit in

v.·ith the others. It is when they attempt to come out of this sphere or rise a hove it that chaos and
disorder result.
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In Gcncsis50.20 one can sec God using the forces of chaos to accomplish his will. Joseph
states that hi~ brothers haw done something malicious against him. and yet God ha::. done
something beneficial in order to bring about the blessing of many people. One can sec this thenll'
throughout the wholc of Genesis. and indcc:d throughout the mcta-narrati\c of Scripture. Sin
happens. and chaos results. and yet Uod uses that disorder to bring about the blessing of man)
and the redemption of his people.
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The Rest ofthe Bible (Exodus- Jude)

The hook of Genesis ended with God's people in Egypt. God's chosen people

multipl~

in

Egypt and their function to hear the image of God and to he fruitful is partially fultillcd. They arc
becoming a great nation. as he promised them they \\ould. f lowcver. the complete function that

he has given them is still not being fulfilled. They an: in bondugc to another nation. and the
blessings that (iod has promised have not all yet come to pass.

Exodus

The people of Israel are in chaos. God has blessed them in that the) have flourished and
they an: no\\ numerous. hut they are not free to fultill the function that he has in mind for his
people. The people arc in slavery. liod culls out Moses and intends to usc him to lead his people
to the land that he has for them. God delivers Moses from the threat of death as a hahy. Moses is
put into a small "ark... This is the same Hebrew word used to describe the ark that 1\:oah built. In
the case

of~oah.

God used an ark to deliver one man and his family out of chaos. and from them

he blessed humanity. In Exodus. God deli\l:rs one bab) on an ··ark", albeit of a much smaller
size. Through this baby. he will bless his people.

Moses grows up and identities himself\\ith the Hehre\\ people. (iod calls him out ofthe
desert back to Egypt to play a role in the deliverance of his people. God delivers his people
because of his

faithfuln~ss

and the fulfilling of the t:ovenant that he made to them.
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God reveals his name to Moses and through him to the rest of the Israelite people. I k
declares his naml.! to be I AM. Previously. in Genesis. the patriarchs had ascribed names to God
based un their experiences \\ith him. 7); This time. it is God who n:veals his name and the
significance that his name has for the people. Names \\ere very important in the Ancient Ncar
East. They descrihed the "nature. character. prospccl. hope. and destiny" of the one bearing the
name.
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In Genesis. God changcd people· s names to call them out, give them a function. and

change their destiny and course of life. Here. God reveals his own name. By doing this. and by
making a covenant with his people. it is ulmost as if God is imposing a function on himself. God
is limiting himsclfto promising something. and he will act to fulfill what he has promised. !lis
name rct1ccts this faithfulness and the eternal it) of his nature.

The Exodus narrative is one in which the faithful God rescues his people just as he had
promised that he would. In doing so. he faces Pharaoh. Pharaoh is a god to the Egyptian people.
God will show his sovereignty over Pharaoh through the

procc~s

of the Exodus.

The Exodus event can be placed in parallel with the creation account in Genesis. The
redemptive work of God can be regarded as ··of the ~ame magnitude as ... the creation of the

cosmos.

..xo

To bring his people out of the chaos of slavery. God uses chaos against chaos. He uses
the plagues of chaos to set his people free from the disorder in which they find themselves. The
plagues. seen as a loss of function. parallel the functions given in the Genesis account. These
plagues start \\ ith the turning of water to blood. One of the agents of chaos becomes even more
chaotic. It cannot be used or tamed. and has lost the function that it was given. Instead of
'' Waltke. 359.
7
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remaining mastered by the God of creation. it has gone into disorder. The Egyptians had
attempted to

mast~r

the chaos of the Nile River and usc it to th<.: benefit of their agriculture.

society. and econom). Now. however. the Nile has turned against them. Kl Only God is the true
master of chaos and bringer of order.

Instead of ruling over creation as humans were intended to. the creation begins to work
against them. Animals rise up against the on~~ given dominion over them. and this is

sc~n

in the

plagues of the frogs. gnats. and flies. God had commissioned humanity to have dominion over
cr<.:ation. and yet the creation that is supposed to he suh~ervient exhibits disorder and roles begin
to fall apart.

This dissolution of function continues as

man·~

ability to work the ground is hindered

when their livestock die. This working of the ground. too. was part ofman·s function. lie.: \\as
supp...1sed to be the master over the ground and he in direction over it.

In the creation account. God has given nature roles and spheres. When nature stayed

v. ithin these spheres. the earth was good and fum:tioncd as it should. Here. however. nature
begins to work against humanity as hail is ~cnt from the sky. Locusts destroy the agriculture that
God had established in creation.

The differentiation/separation of light and dark. disappears as the land becomes em cred in
an incredibly heavy darkness. 1\ight and day become irrelevant and lost in the darkness that
shrouds the land. The function of time is gone.

One can see that the functions oftime. weather. and agriculture have come undone. The
spheres that God imparted on his creation have blurred. and disorder is the result. The Egyptians
AI

Peter ~nns. Ewdus. NIV Application CommentaT). (Grand Rapid~: Zondervan. 2000). 199.
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might imagine their gods to have brought order out of chaos. hut the God of the lsraditcs shows
them that he is the only Creator-God. the only om· who can bring ultimate order out of disorder
and keep the ear1h from falling apart. '(he Egyptians had gods to explain how these chaotic
forces were mlcd. and the plagues served to shm.v that on!) onl.' God v.as master over the chaos.
and God of all creation. 'I hat God \\aS the God of the Israelites. YHWII. the I AM.

Finally. the creation of humanity itself descends into chaos as the firstborn son is killed.
The life that humans were given hy God is taken away. In many stories in Genesis. the- firsthom
son was unpleasing to God or was not the onl' who was ultimately hh~ssl'd (Cain. Esau. etc). The
institution of the family is ripped apart. Life itself is lost and Yahweh is revealed to he the only
true deity. the only one to control life.

God installs the function of Passover among his people. In doing so. he creates a way for
them to n.·membcr what they have learned from the Exodus event. He gives specific and detailed
instructions for how to carry out the yearly event. and each action has a specific meaning and
function.

God fur1her demonstrates order when he brings the Israelites. no\\ free. out of Egypt. lie
installs feasts to order their year. They consecrate the first hom. One can

sc~

the signs of a step

t(l\vard order and right relationship with God. God is with his people as a guide for them in the
wilderness. I k

appear~

as a pillar of cloud and fire. Even these chaotic clements arc under his

control.

Finally, he brings them

acro~s

the Red Sea. the hody of water. He separates the water

from the land and creates order through which the Israelites can cross to freedom into their given
function. Just as he separated the \Vaters in Genesis to create an ordered world. so nnw he
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separates the waters of the Red Sea to complete to creation of his Ill!\\ people. In addition to this.
the Red Sea account prm·ides a parallel '' ith the first cwnt that (iod used to begin the exodusthe turning <Jf water into blood. One!.! again the Egyptians an: conquered by the chaos that they
bdiewd they had mastered when God uses the Red Sea to drown and destroy their am1~. 82

While they art: in tht: desert. (iod shows that he is the Lord O\'er creation by sending
bread from hea\'en and evincing water from a rock. God uses the clements of creation to fulfill
the function of providing for his people.

The La\'
God has calkd out his people. he has brought them out of chaos. and 110\\ he is going to
give them a function. He is going to officially create them as his people. He gives them the law.
explaining their function and the way that they should live as his people in the world. lie names
them. makes them distinct from e\ eryonc else. and the Ia"" is one of the mechanisms by which
he docs this.

The law begins with the Ten Commandments. The first three commandments describe
the function of the Israelites based on who God is. The people arc told ho\\' to relate to Ciod
1

because of his uniqueness. his character. and his holiness. u The fourth commandment. which
deals with the Sabbath. instructs the people to remember the Creator for the benefit of his
creation. This tits in with the people· s function to have dominion O\'cr the earth and to bear the
image of God across the \\orld. They should l:arc for the creation. and they ~:an do this by
remembering the Creator. This is indicative of the eternal rest in the temple that God has in mind
for his temple. This rest was seen in Eden. but has been lost. However. it is fultilled in
a: Ibid.
81
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Revelation when the people of God can finully rest and reside with God forever. The fourth
commandment reminds the people of God that part of their function is to rest as well as to be
active. Without rest. the balance inherent in function between action and rest is lost. The result of
simp!~

action is thus disorder and ultimate loss of function as well. The last six commandments

instruct the Israelites how to function in relation to others. The Ten ( 'ommandments places the
Israelites in their sphere. It sets them apart from the other nations. They arc created as God's
people.

As God's peoph!. they will ha\'e God dwell among them. God gives them the lav. so that
a holy God can dwell v. ith his people. Purt of their function is to he in relationship\\ ith God, and
the law is designed to facilitate this. The laws cover almost all facets of their existence. and the
Ismelitcs arc left in no doubt as to whom they belong. what their purpose is. and who they arc.
Their identity and function arc clear. I Ie then has his pc:ople create a place for his presence to
reside. Just as his ordered creation v•as his temple, so 110\\ his ordered people an: creating a place
for his presence to stay. This \\ill he his temple. with his people. This templeltahemaclc is
extremely ordered and meticulous. There is no room for chaos is God's creation.

God establishes priests and gives them function within the people of God. They an: to
1

teach the word of God to the people. and arc to act a~ mediators between the people and God. 8"
For the priests. even the clothes that they wear and all of their daily activities set thcm apart

revol\'e around their function. On their heads they wear a plate that says ··Holy to I AM ... One is
reminded of the priestly functions of Adam and Eve in the garden.

8
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However. as has happened in the past. God's order gets marred by sin and chaos.
lmmediatdy after sealing the covenant with God. God's people ask for an idol to he constructed
for them. This hlatnnt disobedience and unfaithfulness is tantamount to adultery on a wedding
night. The covenant has just been entered into. and yet God's people arc aln:ady throwing away
their function. They arc attempting to Jea\·e their sphere of people made to worship God. Instead.
they seck to create a god for themselves that they can sec and touch. The people an~ trying to
impose a function and a form on God. They

an~

trying to create God. While God has made them

to be creative agents. they arc only created this way because of their relationship to the Creator.
Just as God has created them. so they can act in a creative sphere on the earth. However. the
people try to twist and manipulate this relationship. When the created try to create and master the
Creator. only chaos and disorder can result. Once again humanity tries to live outside of their
sphere and be more than they have been created to he.

However. in the face of this abandonment of function. one can see God and Moses being
true to the function that they have been given. Although God could wipe out humanity oncl..'
again "ith a flood as he did in the time of Noah. he remains trw: and faithful to his covenant
function that he has placed on himself. I k does not kill his people. Moses shows humility and
concern for the reputation of God. His greatest concern is for the covenant Creator-God whose
image he bears.

The shattered covenant is \'i\'idly ponrayed by Moses breaking the Ten Commandments.
He burns the Golden Calf and the people arc forced to drink it. God's presence leaves them. ;.md
the) mourn this loss. Community with God is pan of their fum:tion and what they \\ere created
for. Howeyer. God in his grace rcnc\\S thl.! cownant and fashions new commandments for the
people. They arc given another chance to fulfill their function and their role. They are given
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another opportunity at relationship. God continually

fulfill~

the! covenant he made to them that

they v,:ould he his people.

There arc also regulations placed on the day of rest. The people of God need to realize
how integral rest is to their existence and to their function. Rc~t comes with dwelling with God in
his temple. and although the world in which they live is shattered by sin. they should still seck to
rest in a way that is a least a pale copy of the rest that they would haw in the temple of God.

Howe\'er. the presem:e of God is with his people. The glory ofthc Lord fills the
tabernacle. and the Lord is \\ ith Israel throughout all of their journeys.

The Rest of the Pentateuch

In the rest of the Pentateuch. the story is told of Isracl"s wandering in the wilderness. God
is always faithful and always with them. I h: fulfills his self-imposed function and keeps his
promise that they will be his people even when his people arc unfaithful and complain. I Iis
people fail to fulfill their function and enter the Promised Land. and yet God remains v,:ith them.
His people fail to remain trusting and begin to complain and desire to go back to Egypt. and yet
God does not give up on them. I k consistently provides them with food and water. but they do
not always find his type of food to their liking despite its origin in heaven. The story of the
Pentateuch reaches a climax as the people of Israel stand on the brink of the Promised Land. This
is a m·w generation. and this is a new chance to fuHill their function as God's people. In light of
this momentous occasion. Moses addresses the people and reminds them of who they arc.

Moses begins his address in Deuteronomy by recounting the history of the people. He
describes tht: redeeming role of their God. He describes the actions of the people. Throughout
this narrative is the skeletal structure of coH·nant and. thus. function. Their God fulfills the
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function he placed on himself and remains faithful to the promises that he made. The people.
however. renege on their covenant agreement. They fail to fultill their function as the people of
God. and yet God continually chooses to give them another chance. Ismcl refused to enter the
land that was designated for them. TI1ey deliberately chose to not receive pan of Clod's blessing
and covenant. However. instead of abandoning them. God allowed the next generation another
chance to enter the Janel after the passage of time.

Moses gives this history in an attempt to remind the generation about to enter the land of
who they

arl.'

and thus how they should act. They should follov. the law and live in covenant

rdationship with their God. Their function is to be his people and to spread his kingdom in
community with him. The laws cover every aspect of their life. and ..all of life is lived under
God's rule." 85
This re-giving of the law reiterates that Yahv.·eh alone is God. It serves to remind the ne\\
generation of their function in the land that they ha,·e been promised and arc about to enter. The
Israelites arc a chosen people. marked by circumcision and bearing the image of God. Their
hearts. too. have been circumcised. They are to sene God from their heart and \\'ith all of their
lives. Their function is not merely unconnected to their mind and heart. Rather. the function is
intrinsically linked to the self. The hean. mind. and body cannot he separated and fenced off. The
laws cannot be carried out in just one aspect oflifc. The people of Israel an: to live in complete
submission to their God.

God is about to sends them into the land. This is their re-creation as a people. The
covenant is renewed and their identity and function is reiterated. God tells them that to choose

8

'
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the law is to choose life. If they choose this. God '"ill bless them. and again we

~ec

a reiteration

of the blessings that hc gave at creation. They will be fruitful and multiple. In Deuteronomy
30:11-20. onc can see that God has given them dominion

O\ er

the land.

Historical Books

At the beginning of Joshua. the chosen people of Jsrad seek to cross the Jordan Ri,·er and
enter the Promised Land. Just as God parted the waters of the Red Sea. so he parts the waters of
the Jordan River. Once again God shows his mastery o\·er the \\atcr and. symbolically. chaos.
Once again God brings his people out of chaos (wilderness) through chaos (water) into order and
a fultilkd promise. God brought his people out of slavery through the Red Sea and into freedom.
Here. God brings his people out of the wilderness through the Jordan River and into the
Promised Land. Leonard L. Thompson noh:s """Land' becomes a cipher for a total social order.
The move into the Land is nothing short of that creati,·e change from chaos to ordered

/\her crossing the Jordan. the Israelites cred an altar. There is a ne\\ circumcision.
symbolizing the renewaJ of the covenant. The) celebrate the first Passover. The people an:
fultilling their function and living up to their part ofthe covenant. They now begin the process of
possessing the land that they have been promised. As the people of God enter into hattie and
defeat the people of the land. they spread the kingdom of God as his chosen people. They fultill
their function of having a land and having dominion over that land so that the nations can give
glory to God and ascribe worship to him. When they attempt to add to their O\\n glory or not
fulfill this function. disorder is the result. An example of this is seen in the stoT) ofthc battle at

~~a Leonard L. Thompson. "The Jordan Crossing: Sidqot Yahweh and World Building." .IBL I 00 ( 1981 }.
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Ai. where Achan attempts to keep some of the spoils of war for himself. By doing this. he brings
glory to himself and fails to keep himself and his people separate from the other nations. The
consequence is that all of the people of Israel an~ defeated.

Upon the conclusion of the initial battles. the people can now possess the land. The land
is di\'ided in an ordered manner. and each tribe is given an allotted amount of land. Again.
people arc given their spheres in which to fulfill their function.

In Joshua 23. Joshua gives a charge to the leaders of Israel. He bids them to obey the lav.
that God has given to them. By doing so. they will stay in the land that God has bestowed upon
them. They have a function in the land. and they have a sphere in which to fulfill it. hut they can
fail at fulfilling this function. They arc to dispossess the people in the land who arc opposed to
the God oflsrael. When they do they must endure the results of the chaos and disorder that come
with that. If they do not succeed. they v. ill be driven out of the land. They are to carl' for the land
as a gift of God rather than as a conquest that they have made. Their relationship to the Promised
Land should be similar to that of Adam and Eve in Eden. God has given them this land. and they
arc responsible for looking after it in a way that is befitting of the people of God.

Thus. Joshua's parting words to his people are calling them to obedience of the

cov~nant

that they have entered into with God. I le urges them to remain faithful. By doing so. he is
encouraging them to fulfill their function as the chosen people of God. The people once again
commit to this covenant and rcncv. it. Ironically. however. it is themselves rather than Yahweh
that they are trusting to keep faith. This ominous parting thought paves the way for a new
covenant to be made.
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In Judges. one can see that lsrad is unfuithful and went after other gods. So. God .. gave
them over" to plunderers. and the hand of the Lord was against them. They were in great distress
because of the chaos that came as a result of their sin. The I ,ord installed judges to help bring
them out of the chaos that they had made. because he was moved with pity for them. But they
did not listen to the judges. and continw:d to whore after other gods. They fail to dispossess the
native people of the land who arc antagonistic to the God of the Israelites. Rather. they let these
people influence them and pull them away from the worship of their God. They begin to lose
their function as they fail to fulfill the covenant of v,:hich they have hccn reminded so man~
times. So. the Lord let them be tested. He lets them experience warfare and strife. This disorder
and chaos is a consequence of the lsraditcs failing in their role as God·s elect. Throughout
Judges. one can see God continually intervening on behalf of his people to restore order. and yet
they continue to walk away from him into chaos. The downward spiral simply continues to get
\\Orsl.' and chaos reigns over the land.

The hook closes with a chilling story of a Lcvitc and his concubine. 'l he episode
highlights the depths to \\hich the.! people of God havt.' fallen. and how they have failed at
fulfilling the covenant and perfonning their function. A Levite. who is supposed to he holy to I
AM. has a concubine. She is unfaithful to him and returns to her father. The Levite comes to
retrieve her. and on their journey home the Lcvitc is threatened with rape hy homosexuals. I k
otTers his concubine instead. whom he

find~

lying unresponsive at

hi~

door the next morning.

L'ncaring. he merely straps her onto a donkey. I k later cuts her up into twelve pieces and sent
her throughout Israel. The people unite and fight a hattie against the city in which the Lcvitc \\a~
thrcatl.'ned with rape. They slay the city without restraint. The anarchy in the land is completc.

s• Waltk~. 617.
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A tribe is almost made extinct in the process. the chosen people of God have abandoned their
function so completely that they live separately from the native people only in name. and.
chillingly. each person does ··what is right in their own eyes.·· The ordered people of God have
descended into chaos. Again. God "ill intervene to establish order.

God provides Samuel as a judge in Israel. Samuel attempts to remind the people of God
to be

l~1ithful

to the covenant to which they have committed themselves. However. even his

O\\ n

sons are disobedient. The Israelites reject the order that God has given them as they choose to
demand a king. Uod describes this as rejecting him from being king over them. God lets them go
into this chaos with only a warning of what the results of their choices will he. The family unit
will he spilt. and the land that God has given his people will not he theirs but the kings. The best
of their lidds will be taken. and the fruit of the land will not he theirs to keep. Things will nut
function as they wcn: intended to. However. God lets the Israelites choose this chaos. Saul is
chosen as king. and he fails to lead Israel hack to their God.

However. the king that follows Saul is David. In David's reign. one can sec a brief period
of order. David appears to be a faithful king. and he is descrihed as a man after God's own heart.
Order is briefly restored to the kingdom. and Israel hegins to serYC the true God once: again. One
can sec in 2 Samuel R.o and 8.14 that the Lord gave David victories in battle wherever he wc.:nt.
David is bringing the Abrahamic covenant to fruition and conquering land for the people of
God. 88

God once again makes a covc.:nant with one of his people. }Jc imposes a function on
himself that he will he.· faithful to fulfill. lie promises Du\·id that he will give David a great name
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and that he will give the people of Israel rest from their oppressors. He also promises David that
one from his line whose kingdom shall be established. This is a reference to Solomon. Solomon
will build a temple for God and God will preserve his kingdom. God also promises that one of
David"s live will endure forever. his kingdom will endure forever, and his throne will be
established. This is a reference to Jesus Christ. God will cst:lblish his reign on the earth just as he
did in the beginning.. And, just as he did in the beginning. God will allow humanity to panicipatc
in that.

However. 0:1vid too falls into sin and chaos finds its place in the l:1nd. Rape. murder :md
dissent among the people abound. II is son Solomon succeeds him as king. David· s parting words
to Solomon arc to be strong. wise. and to follow the Law. David clearly Jays out the function of

Solomon both as a person of God and as a king of the people of God. 8" Initially. Solomon fulfills
his function. lie walks according to the Law and he uses his God-given wisdom for the benefit of
the people. Solomon builds the temple and God dwells with his people as he v.ants to. However.
Solomon begins to place himself above the sphere that God has given him and bring glory to
himself. lie

U!>CS

his gifts. power. and wealth for himself rather than for God. The consequence

of the sin in Israel is disorder for the people of God. The nation is thnw:n into chaos and further
anarchy as the kingdom is di\·ided.

Throughout the reign of the kings in the divided nations. the people fail to live according
to their God-given function and covenant. They live self-serving lives and devote themselves to
other gods. Many of the successive kings in each kingdom only succeed in bringing the Israelites
fanhcr from God. There arc a few exceptions who attempt to restore order. but thl' general
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picture thnt one gets is of a nation in chaos. This chaos extends to the extent that neighboring
nations are ahk to come and conquer Israel and Judnh.

Ultimately. the Lord uses the forces of evil to deal with the evil among his people. He
sends th~..' Assyrians and the Babylonians against the kingdoms of Israel and Judah. and the
people are taken into exile. The presence of God eventually leaves the temple. God's people are
once again in chaos. and God's temple has been destroyed. Disorder pervades all of life for the
people of God.

After the exile. the people begin to return to the land. Ezra and Nehemiah show the
attempts at restoration and the re-creation of the people to the way that they are supposed to be.
As the people return to the land that God hnd promised them. they attempt to rebuild the temple.
In doing so. they arc seeking to reestablish God's presence among them. They arc seeking to
return to the way that it is supposed to be. They hope to return things to their proper sphere.
place. and order. However. they become discouraged by opposition and soon lose sight of their
God-given function. They seek instead to pander to their own interests. Haggai and Zechariah
condemn the people for this tendency. and again they seck to rebuild the house of God.

90

They

establish a community and attempt to rebuild the walls under the direction of Nehemiah. The
people begin to move back towards the order for which they \vere designed -to live in
community with God and with one another. The people also renew· the covenant that they have
made with God. Steps toward order arc taken. God's people are seeking to return to him. They
were in captivity. hut God delivers his people once again and sets them on the path toward order.
He uses chaos (opposing countries) to bring his people back to him.

90
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rhc Prophets

The prophets of the Old Testament arc

concem~d

with the

con~nant

bet\\ e~n God and his

people. They advise the people to stay \\ ithin the covenant. They warn the p!.!ople of the
that will fall upon them if they stray from

th~

cur~e~

covenant. and they remind them of the blessings

that r~sult from staying in it. If the pcopk arc living outsiuc of the covenant. they urg~ them to
return to obedience anu to relationship with their God. In essence. they recall the people to their
function and urge them to fulfill it. They remind the pcoph: of the faithfulness of God and the
fact that he will continue to fulfill his function and covenant.

Isaiah places a large emphasis on the fact that while the world might

~e~m

to be in

chao~.

liod knows the future and still remains sovereign. The people arc \Vhere they are because ofthcir
sin and lack of repentance. They have lived wicked lives and the consequence of that evil is the
disorder and chaos in which they find themselves. However. despite this state of affairs. one day
God will fulfill his promises and restore his people. The disordered times \\'ill not last forever.
God will remain faithful and one day the world will function as it should. Isaiah contains many
prophecies about restoration that lind their fuliillment in
will be examined later. Finally. Isaiah also

remind~

th~

events described in Revelation. as

the people of God how to live. Despite the

chaos of their surroundings. the people should live lives that reflect their identities. They should
live out who they are and thus fulfill the function that God has given them.

111

9

Jeremiah also des~ribcs the chaos that the worlu is in. ~ Jeremiah 4 describes the coming
judgment as a result of the evil of the '"mid. and in thi!> description one can sec the

tendene~

evil to drift back into the chaotic state in which the world began. undoing God's order and
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creation. The world is described as ··formless and void.'" just as it was before God installed order
in the cosmos. The whole land is described a~ a ··desolation:· and yet the Lord docs not bring an
end to things before the appointed time. This situation is sct>n to he played out in Revelation.
Despite this vision of coming judgment. however. Jeremiah also reminds his listeners that there
will he redemption and restoration for the people of God. Thus. they should remain true to who
they arc.

l·:zekiel addresses the people of God who are in exile and who arc trying to understand
the chaos in v,:hich the lind themselves. Ezekiel emphasizes the God is still in control. Fven
though the people of God have f~1ilcd to live as they should. God docs not fail in fulfilling his
promise. I h: is still in command of history. In addition to this. Etekiel reminds the people that
(iod will one day be present with them again. God"s presence has left the temple. and in the
midst of this desolate time Ezekiel reminds his listeners that one day God will bring restoration
and his people "ill enjo) his presence once again. Although the world is full of chaos and
disorder. one day God will restore order <md Shalom. This turbulent time will not last forever.

9

J

Daniel also addresses the n.:mnant of Israel. It is a reassurance that (iod is still sovereign.

It is also an

cncourag.em~nt

to stay trw: to one's identity and function. Daniel remains laithful to

God and his life is preser\'ed. Howe\'er. whether death comes or not. what matters is that the God
the people of Israel arc called to worship is more powerful than any other gods. This theme can
he seen echoed in Rc\·clation. where the saints ar~ called to r~main true to who God has made
them even unto death. In addition to this. Daniel also c.ontains apocalyptic sections. One can sec
that one day God will n:turn and establish his kingdom. One day all will he as it should he.
Eventually. God will eradicate evil forever.
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Jonah· s story is a clear example of what wi 11 happen when people try to live outside of
thl'ir God-given sphere. Jonah decides not to go to 1\incvch. and chaos (a

lit~:ral

storm) is the

result. God uses this disorder to bring Jonah back to his function. It also highlights what can
happen when people do live according to their function and purpose. The city ofNineveh repents
and returns to right relationship with God. and he forgives them and has mercy on them.

Amos intervenes on behalf of Israel. and God restrains from sending chaos upon tht'm in
the fom1 of locusts and fire. However. God will not hold hack forevcr.'14 Thc.!re \\·ill come.· a time
when he will stop holding back and \viii let the forces of chaos loose. This is a precursor to the
events described in Revelation. when chaos is let loose upon the people on the earth. However.
the book ends with a picture of the restoration of Israel. God will restore

th~:

fonuncs of his

people. This. too. finds its fulfillment in Revelation. One day creation will be re-created and the
people will never again be uprooted.

Hosea provides a picture ofGod·s relationship v.ith his people. One can

~ec

God

imposing a function on Hosea by telling him to marry the prostitute Gomer. Gomer represents
Israel living in unfaithfulness to the covenant. lie marries her and refuses to desen her despite
her continuing infidelity. He continuall~ calls her bad, to himself and redeems her out of
bondage. Despite her recurrent dr.!sl:cnt into chaos. God persists in stubbornly and lovingly
calling her out of it.

Cj.l

Waltke. 835.
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Micah shows that God will triumph over evil. no matter the chaos and disorder of the
world. The htithful Clod of the CO\ cnant will keep his promise and will not abandon his people to
. 9'
destructlon. ·

In Zephaniah. one can sec God describing the dissolution of creation that will come at the
end oftime. Everything on the face of the earth will be swept away. The opening chapters
describe the chaos to which God v. ill give the earth o\·er. However. a message of hope is also
given in that the Lord God ,.,·ill d\\Cll in the midst of the people who arc faithful to him. God \\ill
bring his people together and will make them renm\'ned. One can see that this \\Ould be the
fulfi llmcnt of the covenant between God and his people. Despite the chaos on earth. God can
always be counted on to fulfill his self-imposed function.

Joel urges the people of God to rL·pcnt and live covenant-fulfilling lives. lie describes the
chaos in the land as a consequence of disobedience. and urges the people to change their ways.
lie describes the coming day of the Lord
judgment and

chao~

a~

great and very

awc~omc.

The Lord will bring

on those who do not live according to the law of the Lord.

1\iahum describes God as sovereign and perfectly just. l h: punishes those who do not
remain faithful to him. This is also seen in Revelation. The n:sult of the punishment described
shows the nation ofNineveh in chaos.

Obadiah follows this theme by reminding the Israelites that while they might be
o,·crcomc by chaos for a finite period of time. ifthey remain faithful they will be delivered out of
that chaos and the agents of chaos will be destroyed.

9
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llabakkuJ.. describes the just as living by faith. By doing this. they remain in right
relationship with God. They wait with the knowledge that God will return to fulfill his promises.
God will also fulfill his promise that the wicked will be judged and evil will be dealt with.
Malachi deals with the fact that the promises of the Lord have not yet been fulfilled.
Israel is overcome by conquering nations. Malachi suggests that the reason for this is a failure to
live up to the covenant relationship. or a failure to fulfill function. The covenant has been
prot~mcd

and God has been robbed. The priests of the nation fail to fulfill their role as holy

mediators between the people and God. and fail to correctly represent the word ofGod. Malachi
looks forward to the great day ofthe Lord when evil will be dealt with. Malachi bids them to
remember who they arc. to remember the Law of Moses. and live according to that law.~()
The Writin12s
The Psalms also illustrate the function and chaos tension in the cosmos. They celebrate
the Creator-God. There arc five types of psalms: lament. royaL praise. wisdom. and
thanksgi\'ing. The lament psalms arc the cry for God to end the disorder. chaos. and evil in the
world now. They come out of a place of grief or despair. They arc a plea for God to fulfill his
function and to bring the world back to the \.vay that it is supposed to be. The royal psalms point
forn-ard

to

the function bringer. They extol God as the royal one who will set the world to rights.

The praise psalms exalt God as the sovereign king of the ordered cosmos. The wisdom psalms
discuss the way that the people of God should live and fulfill their function. Finally. the
thanksgi\·ing psalms thank God for his goodness and for the good works that he does in the lives
of his people.

%Ibid .. 847.
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In Ecclesiastes. one reads of a hopeless \\Orld in which everything is meaningless. The
\\Tite is in despair at the state of the world. The world in which he lives has lost its function such
that wicked people prosper and righteous people have tribulation. The

writ~r

mourno:: at this.

Without the order that God placed in the world. the world can seem meaningless and hopeless.

The book of Joh also illustrates this point. Order is turned upside down and evil is
allowed to \vork in a righteous man's life. This is counter-intuitive and does not seem to he the
way that the \.Vorld should work. However. hoth Ecclesiastes and Job arc reminders that this is
the way that

th~

world is. The world is unjust and painful. Function and order are turned upside

down and twisted. and the chaos that is a result of evil causes pain and discouragement.
However, Job is also a reminder the God is in control. Even when the world seems infused with
evil and spinning out of control, God is sti II the sovereign God of order and justice that he
always has been. At the end of the story. he will deal with evil once and for all.

The Gospels

1. The Incarnation

The Gospels continue the meta-narrative of Scripture and begin with the birth of Christ.
The tirst chapter of the Gospel of John closely parallds the first chapter of Genesis. John
describes the Word. Jesus. as being with God and as being God. He was in the beginning with
God. He was a creating agent in the process of ordering and creating the

cosmo~.

and without

him not one thing was created. Without Jesus. nothing has order. function. or being.

Life is in the Word. and he is the light. He shines into the darkness. and the darkness
cannot extinguish his light. This true light. the Creator, became part of the creation. lie came into
the world that had been made through him. By coming to earth as a human. God once again
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imposes a function on himself. He limits himself to humanity. and he comes to fultill a purpose.
Jesus fulfills the promises that have been given to the people of God throughout their history. He
is sent to fultill God's

purpos~

for his creation.

Matthew begins with a genealogy. This traces Jesus' lineage back to Abraham. From this.

one can see that Jesus will be the fulfillment ofthe promise that God has made to his people.
God is dwelling with his people for the first time since the Garden of Eden. Thus. the
incarnation of Jesus is clearly the ushering in of some part of the way that things arc supposed to
be and the way that things are supposed to function. God is on~.:e again walking among his
people. However. the world is in such chaos and disorder that they do not give him the glory ami
the worship that he deserves. Instead. they mock. revile, and oppose him. However. Jesus
remains true to his function and dies for all of humanity. even those that oppose him.

2. Teaching
Jesus teaches that the time has been fulfilled and the kingdom of God has come. This is
the kingdom of which God's people were designed to be a part. God's promise has begun to
come to fruition. God will reign on earth. and his people will reign with him. just as was
described in Genesis I. This is the ushering in of the proper. God-ordained order and function of
the world.

Jesus preaches on the Sermon on the Mount in a redefinition of the Law and the function
of his people. He assures the people that he has come not to abolish the Law. The coming of
Jesus does not make the function of the people of God obsolete. Rather. he fulfills the Law. He
makes it possible for the people of God to fultill their function. They arc able to be in
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communion with God and bear his image across the earth. They will be able to have the power to
choose between chaos and order. and the power of evil will not be able to dictate their choices.

Jesus describes the function of his people as being salt and light. They arc to remain true
to who they are. and they are to be the salt of the world. They arc to accurately bear God's image
to the rest of humanity. and through this cause the other people of the world to worship the true
God as well. They are to be ste\vards of creation and be good in a world of e\·il. They arc to be
the light of the world. The world has become saturated with darkness. and chaos is everywhere.
However. Jesus creates his people to be people of light. They are not to ,..,·alk in the darkness but
rather to shine into it and bring light to the people of the world. The ultimate goal of the people
of God is for God to get the glory. Jesus does not change the function ofthc people of God. He
makes it possible for them to fulfill it. lie re-creates them. making them a new creation and
calling them out of the chaos of their old way of life.

Jesus states that he \viii give his people rest. Again one can see that rest is an integral part
of living in the kingdom of God. Jesus declares that he is the Lord of the Sabbath. and that the
Sabbath was made for man. The function of the Sabbath is for the benefit of man. and when
people twist this relationship. chaos results. Because of Jesus. man will be able to begin to have
the rest that has been missing from life since the Fall. However. this rest will most fully be
realized in the end of time. as described in Revelation.

Jesus describes the end ofthe age in Matthew 24 and Mark 13. Lawlessness will increase.
The ··powers of heaven will be shaken··.

th~.:

"sun will be darkened. and the moon \·viii not give its

light. and the stars will fall from the sk·y". This imagery is fairly evident in Re\'clation when
creation begins to come apart at the seams. He compares it to the flood and Noah in its coming.
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No one knows ,,...,hen it will occur. hut \vhcn it does the chaos that ensues will result in a purified
population ofGod·s people. In that chaos. however. nation will rise against nation and kingdom
against kingdom.
3. Disciples
Jesus calls out twelve disciples and gives them a function. They are to he his companions
while he is on earth. and they will start his church after his ascension. They will be the start of
the true Israel. He appoints them specifically. Again. one can see that God calls people out and
re-creates their identity. giving them a function to fulfill in his kingdom.
The followers of Jesus

an~

known hy their fruit. The fulfilling of their function as people

of God is evidence that they know him. Identity is so closely tied with function that they cannot
he separated.
The fact that Jesus calls twelve disciples is quite significant. Just as there are twelve
tribes of Israel. so Jesus calls twelve disciples. These will he the pillars of the true Israel. They
will he the beginning of the church. God is calling Israel back to its purpose. Where Israel has
failed in the past. the true Israel will be more able to fulfill their God-given function.
Jesus gives the disciples a function as he travels with them on the way to Jerusalem to
die. He defines their role more clearly because he knows that his time with them is short. l le
reminds them that fulfilling their function will require total commitment and surrender. They
cannot live hulf-lives. Rather. they have had their identity changed because of their experience
with Jesus. and they have to live accordingly. lie intends for his disciples to participate in his
mission. As the true IsraeL they arc to bring God glory among the other nations. and to bear the
mark of Christ in such a way that everyone else. regardless of ethnicity. worships God. Jesus
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goes down to Jerusalem to fulfill his function that will cause the people of the \'l.·orld to have
relationship with God and ultimately bring about Shalom. As he does so. he gives his disciples a
function to fulfill after his death.

4. Miracles

The miracles of Jesus are examples of Jesus installing order in a world of disorder. He
directly intervenes and brings order and function hack to a world that has been broken hy chaos.

He heals the sick and crippled. In doing so. he works against the evil that is in the world
and shows people a glimpse of what life should look like. There should be no pain or illness. As
he heals the sick. he brings order back into a life that has hecn in chaos. He makes it possible for
those he heals to ha\'e a full and rich life and fulfill more of their function than perhaps they
could before. After he heals the sick. he tells them to sin no more. He has brought order into their
lives. and so their lives should retlcct that order. They should choose to live lives that reflect the
people that God has made them to he. Sickness and sin are connected. and order and healing and
a righteous life arc connected. When Jesus afl'ccts one. he should necessarily affect the other.

He casts out demons. By doing this. Jesus demonstrates that he has pO\ver over the forces
of evil at work in the world. The world has been invaded by the powers of evil that have twisted
function and made life chaotic. However. Jesus shows that he has authority over the chaos in the
world because he has complete authority over evil.

Jesus also shows that he has power over the l:haotic agents of weather. This is his
creation. He installed the functions and their functionaries. and they arc ultimately subserYient to
him. While there may be chaos in the world and evil might have twisted them to be destructive
forces. they ultimately still belong to God and can be calmed by him. However. in Revelation.
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God lets them spiral out of control. l-Ie stops intervening against their chaos and in his judgment
allo\vs them free reign. resulting in the dissolution of creation.

Jesus also has the power over food and agriculture. He can feed five thousand men with
only loaves and fishes. He is also in control of time. He is able to appear to over 500 people at
the same time. By demonstrating his control over weather. time. and agriculture. Jesus proves
again that he is the Creator-God who brings order out of chaos and installed function in creation.
The functions of time. weather, and agriculture arc the very functions that God installed in
Genesis to bring order to the cosmos.

He even has the power to bring life out of death. This is the ultimate bringing out of
function from non-function and order from chaos.

In his miracles. Jesus can again he

sc~n

as the Creator-God who brings order out of

chaos. lie brings order to the wsmos.

5. Opposition

Jesus. the one who fulfills the law and the one who gives function. is opposed by agents
of anti-function and lawlessness.

Some of his main opposition comes from the Pharisees and the religious leaders. The
majority of the religious leaders at the time had becomes experts at following the Law. However.
they had made the mistake of assuming that this obedience \\:as the sum total of their function.
Jesus comes and declares that a life that is righteously lived is more than isolating actions from
identity. Living as a member of the kingdom of God involves a greater function that just
obedience 10 the Law. It im·olves a total life that is lived in relationship to God. Jesus thus
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challenges the status quo and calls many of the religious leaders hypocrites for living half-lives
in which they

han~

made works their identity rather than having their works flow from their

identity.

In addition to this. Jesus fulfills his function in a way that no one

\\41!-.

expecting. l Ic looks

nothing like the conception of Messiah that the religious leaders had in mind. He docs not fultill
the functil)ns that they imagined he

,~~.·ould.

the opposing nations. Rather. there

an~

There is no epic hattie against Rome. no defeating of

meals with sinners. healings on the Sabbath. and a

redefinition oftradition. Howe,·cr. Jesus is merely fulfilling the function that God has given his
people all along. They arc to live in relationship with him across the earth. and from their lives
that arc lived out of that relationship they arc to influence others to give glory and allegiance to
God. This is the function that God originally gave his people. and yet the religious leaders have
n:duccd function to actions and to obedience to the Law. However. the Law was never meant to
he the sole function of the people. It "as to enable them to fullill their function. By reducing
their role to the Law. the religious leaders have lost out on their ultimate function. When Jesus
comes and reminds them of what life is really supposed to look like. the tensions begin to rise.

The Jews sought to kill Jesus because he called God his father. thus making himself equal
with God. lt is evident that the Pharisees were disbelieving of the sphere of which Jesus claimed
to he a part.

Jesus reminds his followers that they still live in a world of evil. and thus chaos is everpervasive. Because of this. his followers will face persecution and opposition. The forces of evil
will \Vork against them. be they

demon~

or humanity. However. they need not fear. hccause God
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is ultimately Lord over the chaos that evil attempts to use. One day. God will use that evil to
destroy itself.

6. Cross and Resurrection
The baptism and the transfiguration provide glimpses of the way things ought to he. They
nrc the way that Jesus will become king. They reveal pans of his function. lie will he a king, but
a suffering sel\·ant king. The people cannot possibly believe this. It does not fit their conception
of Messiah. their sphere in which they believe he should be placed. or the way they imagined
God would sa\'e humanity. The quintessential moment for this is Christ" s death on the cross.
However. in the resurrection God proves to them that his way is right. To llvercomc. one must he
overcome. God used death against itself. just as he will usc chaos against itself in Revelation.
Evil agents arc ultimatdy self-destructing. and they can only survive while there is some
inhibition against them to rebel and work against. They are parasites.<n feeding off of what is
good and twisting and corrupting it. However. when God removes this inhibition and lets evil do
its work. they have nothing to destroy hut themselves. In a world that lacks all function. the
agents of anti-function cannot survive. They are intrinsically and ontologically dependent upon
that which they are against.
Both at the transfiguration and at the baptism. God names Jesus as his son. By doing this.
he creates him to the disciples. lie makes his function known. In the baptism of Jesus. God calls
Jesus his beloved son. God thus shows the people who arl! watching and listening what sphere
Jesus is in. by knowing this. his role and his importance arc implied. God calls Jesus out. He too
has a function. This is a self-imposed function. and even in his death we see Gad-in-humanity

q

7
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deliberately choosing to fulfill it. I k limits himself to humanity. to death. and even to death on a
cross.

Before his death. he also re-infused the Passo,·er with function. While it still held the
function God gave it in the Exodus event. it not adds a looking-forv.:ard component as well. Jesus
gives nc"' meaning to the ckmcnts of the Passowr. lie also promises his disciples that he will
not drink of the vine until his return. In doing this. he has taken an event that looks hack and
given it prcscnt and future significancc and function as well. It is not long after this last Passover
meal that Jesus is crucified.

The death of Jesus is the ful tillmcnt of his function. However. this is a function that he
has chosen. As the God of the cosmos. he

ha~

chosen to limit himself cv~.:n tn death. As Jesus

dies. the veil that encloses and isolates the Holy of llolics in

th~.:

temple tears in two. Just as the

sky split in the baptism and God spoke to the people. so no-w the cloth rips apart in the temple.
God"s prcscm:e is no longer inaccessible. He has returned to dwell with his people. and the
ultimate fultillment of this will he seen in Revelation. Thus. order and function arc at least
partially restored to the people of God. They \\ere made in his image and designed to han:
communit~

with him. To live without this is to live with an only panially fultilled function and

order at best. Now. however. God paves the

wa~

for function to be fulfilled. In John. Jesus· final

word is "tEtEA.Ecrtat." meaning "It is finished.'" lie has fulfilled the function for which hl· came.
and God"s promises have heen kept. The kingdom has been ushered in. and the world will never
be the same. The \\orld changed irrevocably when Adam sinned. but the death of Jesus hrings
about an irre\ crsible change that is of a far greater magnitude.
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However. the people at the time did not

Sl'l'

the crucifixion this v.:ay. Rather. they saw it

as the ultimate dashing of thcir hopes. Jesus was to have hcen Messiah. the redeemer. I lis death
should have heen an impossihility. Yct God proves that his way was the right way when he raises
.Jesus from thc dead. Death has hcen dcfcated hy death. and hy allowing himself to he 0\crcome .
.ksus has rohhed death of all of its pov.:er. The Crcator-Ood is once again shown to he the master
over all c,·il and anti-function forces. Jesus fulfills his function. He inaugurates the kingdom of
God and thus

make~

it possihle for the people of God to fulfill their function. I k makes

relationship hctwecn God and man possihle. In his resurrection is the promise that ,,·bile evil
reigns on the eanh. it will not always he this way. There "ill come a day \\·hen evil v.. ill pass
away and the world will oncc again he the way that it is supposed to he. Order\\ ill n:tum to the
cosmos. and shalom will he restored.

7. Commission. Spirit. and Church.

Jesus' paning words of Matthew arc to install a function among his people. lie gives
them thc command to make disciples. They arc to spread the kingdom of God and from their
lives people should bring God glory. This has always hecn the function of God's people.

The~

an:. as chosen image: bearers of Christ. to spread the kingdom of God as they go across the
world. They arc to observe all that they have heen commanded. because it is "'·ho the) arc. They
have hecn re-created and calll!d out. and thus they have hccn given a function and a

11~,.,.

way of

living. The purpose: of the people of God is to live and function in the kingdom of God that has
ushered in.

They arc to earJ! out their mission just a!> Jesus has carried out his. Just as in Genesis
God ordained humanity to reign on the earth and share in his function. so 110\\ Jesus tells those
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who hear the mark of Christ on their hearts to share in his function. Jesus leaves his people as
creative agents. He gives them the lloly Spirit to enable them to carry out their function. Also. hy
giving them the Spirit. Jesus makes a step toward the oughtncss of the world. In a perfect and
ordered creation. God dwells with his people. Here. even in this world of chaos. the kingdom of
God has been ushered in and God dwells with his people through first Jesus and now the Holy
Spirit. God·s people are not alone.

The Church and Paul

God has not left his people alone. llc has left them \Vith a specific function and a specific
role to fulfill. The book of Acts continues the story of the church and the fulfilling of its
commtss1on.

The book of Acts shows the people of God carrying out the commission and function
they have been given. They live in community with one another. live their lives as an expression
of worship to God. and spread the news of Christ and his kingdom al:ross the world. They sha\\' a
commitment to Christ and his teaching and allow this to change their identities and their lives.
They are not the people that they used to he. and so they live differently. Humanity is finally
fulfilling the function for which it was designed.

One can read of humans in Acts pcrfom1ing miracles. They are continuing the ministry
that Jesus began. and as they do so they point back to their risen Savior.

One also sees how the Christians are able to live with the presence of God. The Holy
Spirit is given to them. and they this are in communion with the one who created them. The goal
of God \Vith humanity has been at least partially fulfilled. and \viii see its complete fulfillment in
Revelation. No longer is the temple a necessary structure. for God dwells with his people once
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again. not in a building. but among them. In order to rdatc to God and fulfill one·s function as a
created human, ont: must accept Jesus a~ Messiah and

a~

the one who fultilled God's promise

and plan.

However. the Christians are caught in a world that is in the grips of a world that is
defined by evil. Humanity must deal with the conscqucnct:s of sin- chaos. This chaos disrupts
lives and destroys th!.! God-given order. Howewr. the God that

th~y

serve is master cwn over the

chaos. and they need not fear for their eternal lives.
In the tension between persecution and the temptation to compromise their new lit~. tht:
Christians have to figure out how to live out their identities. Hdping with this is Paul"s raison
d"etre.

PauL too. has been re-created by Christ. Paul is called out of a life in which he was
working against the mission of Christ. I k was actively persecuting Christians. However. God
called him out of that life. After his encounter\\ ith God. he

'~<Vas

life. With that recreation of identit) came a function thut Paul

given a nC\\ name and a nt.:\\

\\aS

meant to fulfill. Paul does this

to the best of his abilit) . and God uses him greatly in the spreading and discipling of the

earl~

church. Paul is a creative agent in God's kingdom. telling others of the gospel and helping other
Christians stay true to their function.

Paul frequently uses language that describes himself and the people of God as being
called out. Throughout the story of Scripture. one can note God calling out people to himsdf. lie
re-creates them and gives them a ne'' identity and gi,·es them a function to fulfill. One can SCl'
that Paul continues to talk about this. The Christians have been called out of their old way oflifc.
They arl' a new creation. and so should walk in the nt.:\\ way of life that God has set out for them.
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The letter to the Romans describes God giving humanity up to the lusts of their hearts.
God ·s judgment on unrighteous people was not so much that he inflicted suffering upon them.
but rather they he let them do exactly as they pleased and let the experience the consequences
that come with evil doing its work. When the people acted as they pleased. they became full of
unrighteousness and evil. They became infuse.d ·with that to which they gave themselves. Despite
God's warning that this leads to death. they chose to do it anyway. They arc only alive by God's
mercy. God is one day going to judge evil, and if people arc characterized by evil then they too
will experience that judgment.

Yet. for those who have accepted Christ. the outcome is incomparably better. They can
have peace with God through their justiJication by faith. They can participate in shalom. They
know that one day they will participate in creation as it was meant to be. Jesus Christ fulfilled the
function that humanity could not. and instead of sinning and bringing death and subsequent
chaos. lived a righteous life and brought eternal life.

God·s people are thus faced with a choice. They can live like the people that they have
been created to be. They have been called out of the power of sin and placed under the power of
righteousness. They l:an flourish in this realm and fulfill their function as new creation. or they
can attempt to live in the sphere that they ha,·e left behind. Over and over. Paul reminds them
that living out of their sphere will bring only death. Remaining in Christ will bring life. just as
Jesus told them that it would.

One can see from the relationship between sin and the law in Romans that sin takes every
opportunity to corrupt and overthrow what God installs in creation. It takes the Law and
produces sin in people. It takes elements ofGod·s creation and spins them towards chaos.
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God has sent the Spirit into the world. and s0 his people should live in community with
him. Paul consistently reminds those who read his letters that they should walk by the Spirit. In
doing so. they will be living out their function. They will thus fultill the whole law. live in
community with God. and live in community\\ ith one another. The people are designed to live
y,

ith God. and God has sent the Spirit to li,·e with them. Thus. they should live as they wen..·

created to and liw with him and under his direction.

Paul

describe~

Christians as being fellow heirs with Christ. One is reminded of Genesis 1.

in which humanity was created to reign on the earth and have dominion over it. One can sec this
coming to fruition in the kingdom of God.

The creation is described a-; waiting ··with eager longing" in Romans 8:19 for the day to
come when the world is set to rights. Paul describes how creation was subjectt!d to futility. One
can note again that humanity's sin docs not just affect humanity. /\II of creation has been
affet·tcd by sin and by the chaos that has resulted from sin. Satan has twisted the clements of
creation and infused them with chaos. Yct. this state of the world will not last fort!ver.

In Romans 9:22. Paul describes God enduring with much patience ,·esse Is of '"·rath. In
doing so. he will eventually show his \Hath and make known his power. God holds back his
wrath for a time and has patience with the world. but one day he will stop holding hack. This is
described in Revelation.

Paul reminds the Romans that their function is tn make themselves spiritual sacrifices.
living li\es that arc holy and acceptable to God. They should not continue to live in the sphere
from

wh~nce

they came. but should be transfonned to lik in the nev. sphere and nr.:w identity.
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Paul also describes Christians as called according to the purpose of God. In fulfilling our
function, we fultill the will of God.
In 1and 2 Corinthians, Paul deals \\'ith division in the church and how Christians should
act. both individually and in relation to one another. I Jc also describes his ministry. Paul is
concerned with the way the Christians are living because the way that they live reflects who they
arc in Christ. If they are living in a way contrary to the way of life to which they were called.
they are not being true to who they arc. They arc not living according to their function. As Paul
justifies and carries out his mission, he knows that he is fulfilling the function to \vhich God has
called him.
Part of the function is to live in the body of Christ and work together. Christians have
been given gifts with their new identity. and they should live out their identity and use their gifts
for the glory of God. This. too. is the function of the people of God.
1 Corinthians 1:27 shows that sin takes what is good and corrupts it for its own purposes.
In contrast. God takes what has been corrupted and redeems it for both his purposes and tht:
benefit of what he is redeeming.
In the letter to the Galatians. Paul confronts the issue that one must keep the Law in order
to truly live a Christian life. People are thus reducing the Christian life and function to
externalities rather than a life that encompasses all of oneself. Paul exhorts the Christians to live
by faith rather than by works alone. Living by faith requires a life from the heart, and it will
shape one's character. One's character detem1ines how one behaves. Thus. in living by faith. the
Christians will actually uphold the law. Paul also makes a contrast between the chaos of slavery
to the tlesh and law and the order and freedom that comes with submission to the Spirit. God
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wants to set his people free. This was evidl!nced in the Exodus and still remains true. However.
his people can choose to submit themselves to slavery. and by doing so they Jose part of their
function.

Paul also exhorts them to walk by the Spirit. The works of the Spirit arc works that lead
to order and Shalom. They promote the mission of God. They exemplify the people of God
living out their function. The works of the flesh. however. only lead to disorder and chaos.
Again. one can see that the judgment that comes from living in unrighteousness is ultimately that
one is under the power of a self-destructing evil. This will eventually lead to ruin and dissolution.

One can see e,·idence of the work of the Spirit in a life that is functioning as it should in
the letter of Philippians. Paul is infused with joy as he talks to his fellow believers.

The identity of the Christians is so firmly founded on Christ that Paul must address the
question of who Christ is. The answer is found in Colossians. Paul describes him as the one
through whom all things were created. Again one can see the importance of the creative function
of God. Christ is the one who holds all things together. Evil and chaos have infused society and
the world has been threatening to fall apart. However. Christ is the center that holds everything
together. He is the one who will eventually come to make all things new and rid the world of evil
forever.

In the letters to the Thessalonians. Paul teaches that a holy life is required and expected
of a Christian.')~ Again one can see that there should be no dichotomy bet\veen who a person is
and what a person does. He also discusses the coming day of the Lord and the times at the end
that are 10 come. He gives them hope that the Lord will one day rctum. He has promised that he
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would. and he \viii fulfill his promise. However. as the day of the Lord draws ncar there will also
be a man of lawlessness. Paul talks about God restraining lawlessness until the proper time
arrives. However. at some point God will no longer restrain this force and chaos will result. Paul
then goes on to discuss what it will be like during this time of chaos. and this can be seen to be
proven true in the letter of Revelation.

Paul writes to Timothy and Titus in order to instruct them as his younger associates.Q'Iln
doing so, he hopes to further inform them of how they should act and h<m the church should
function. He teaches them about what their function should look like. Paul also emphasizes how
important it is to live a godly life. The implications for what this godly life looks like in a
situation concerning a master and a former slave can be seen in the letter of Philemon. in which
Paul exhorts Philemon to welcome back the runaway slave in love.

llebrews describes Jesus Christ as the perfect High Priest who is able to be the flawless
sacrifice to cover all sin. It is Christ who is the fultillment of the promises of the Old Testament.
It is in him that the function that God imposed on himself is fulfilled. God not only fulfills his
part of the covenant. but by Jesus being the Great High Priest he performs the function that
humanity could not.

The writer of Hebrews also describes the rest for the people of God. They will flourish in
his care as they were created to. The rest that they forfeited in Eden can tinally be theirs again.
Ultimately. rest will be restored to the people of God and they will be able to live out their
function in communion with God once again.

<><~ Ibid .. 736.
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James writes to Christians who ar~ facing persecution. lie tells them to consider it joy

.

when they
. encounter trials. and to continu~ to live the Christian life. James shows that identitv

and actinns cannot be separated when he says that faith without works is dead. Faith is evident
from the actions of the Christians. Identity and works cannot be dichotomized. To do so is to lose
both.

Peter \Hites to the Christians about living in world that is saturated with evil and is in
chaos. The anti~ function forces will work against the Christians. the creative agents of function.
in the world. However. even in this suffering. God will produce good results. God will usc the
chaos to his advantage and grow the Christians in their character. Just as part of Christ" s function
was to suffer and die. so too part of their function will include sutTering. They arc to be like
Christ. and thus that will include sharing in his function. However. this mean~ that they will
shan! in his reign as well.

John. too. writes about Christian living in his epistles. lie discusses the fact that as
Christians. the audience should be living lives of righteousness and love. They also need to hold
to the proper and correct teaching about Christ. It is again evident that John is calling the people
to whom he is writing to be true to who they arc. As Christians. their lives should be distinctive
as they fultill their function. They should hold true to the accurate teaching about that function
and about Christ. If they lose sight of the truth in which they believe. they will lose part of who
they an:. If they lose part of who they are.

the~

will fail to live as they should. They will fall out

of their function. and disorder will n:sult. Jude too spoke against the false teaching that could so
easily pervade and infect the church.
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Revelation

llistorical Context
The message of Re\'clation continues the meta-narrative of Scripture and provides a
climactic conclusion to thr overarching Story. The historical-cultural context of the letter
remains important to understanding the message to the original audience. To understand the
message of the letter. one must understand the background of the writer and his initial audience.

The author of Revelation idcntific:s himscl fin the first \'erse of the letter as ··John:·
However. he gives no further specifications to his identity. There

an~

three main suggestions

given for his identity. The first is that John is the apostle John. This was proposed by Justin
Martyr. and quickly became the accepted view.

100

It has also been suggested that a ··Johanninc

school'" produced this letter. John's gospel. and the epistles of John. 101 However. while the three
written bodies are different stylistically. one must question whether they art' actually di1Tercnt
enough to support the theory of ditTerent authors. Euscbius proposed that John the Elder \\TOte
the letter of Revelation. while the apostle \HOtc the Gospel. llowevcr. this theory cannot go far
beyond speculation a~ there is not much evidence to support it.
\Vhile then~ are many diffl!rcnces in the fourth gospel and the letter of Revelation. these
difference~

rna) be due to genre as opposed to authorship. There arc multiple reasons for

believing that the apostle John wrote the letter of Revelation. The fact that the early church
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fathers believed that he \\Tote it is helpful in the support of apostolic authorship. JohanninL'
authorship is the hcst supported and seems to make the most sense. and thus most scholars hold
the view that the apostle .John wrote the letter of Revelation.

The dating of the letter of Revelation is also a diflicult task. hut there arc 1\\o main
suggestions of time periods in which the lcttc:r was written. ·nH: first is that it was "Titten during
the reign of the emperor Domitian. The early church

l~1thers

hclien:d that the letter was v•rittcn

during this timc 102 , which was around the end of the first century. Others believe that the letter
\\i:tS

\\Titten some years earlier. when the empire was under the mle ofl\cro. 10J Both emperors

persecuted helievers. and persecution is certainly seen in the letter of Revelation. llo"cvcr, man~
have suggested that Nero· s persecution took place mainly in Rome. whill.! the persecution that
Domitian commanded was more widespread and occurred throughout the empire. The latter
would fit more closely v.·ith the kttcr of Revelation. as it addresses persecution in the churches
all across the empire. In addition to this evidence. the Jetter seems to allude to the legend of Nero
Rcdivivus. This belie[ which entailed Nero returning from the dc:ad to rule. could of course.· onl~
have come into being after his actual death. This in turn leads people to believe that the letter
was written after the death of Nero while Domitian was in power. Domitian also made claim" to
deity and his cult spread throughout all of Asia around the mid-90s.

11

1-l

This again \\ould suggest

that the letter was written in the later part of the lirst century.

A central issue in the later part of the first century was the worship of the emperor. When
Alexander the Grc:at conquered parts of the Middle East and Asia, he set himself up as divine and
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he accepted the worship of his subjects.

105

When Rome gained control of the Mediterranean

world, they allowed that part of the world to continue emperor worship. However. it was
considered an act of incredible hubris to declare oneself divine while one

\\US

still alive. Many

emperors were declared divine. but only after their death. Gaius Caligula. Nero. and Domitian
were the only ones to demand worship while they were still living.

106

Each of the seven cities to

\>.,'hom the letter of Revelation is addressed was exposed to the imperial cult. with Ephesus and
Smyrna heing the primary cities that hosted the temples of the emperor.

107

There v.-as much

pressure within the cities to practice rituals at these temples or to worship at them.

The letter of Re\·elation also identifies the place where it was written . .John states that he
wrote it while he was on the Island of Patmos. He was on this island in exile.

The recipients of this letter arL' the seven churches in Asia: Ephesus. Smyrna.
Philadelphia. Thyatira. Sardis. Pergamum. and Laodicca. The letter was meant to he read out
loud to a group of listening people.

The Christians to whom the letter of Revelation was written were in a diflicult place.
They faced persecution from multiple camps: the Roman Empire as well as the Jewish world.
\\'hile Judaism ...vas initially considered a sect of Judaism. Judaism began to distance itself more
and more from Christianity. Thus. Christians \\ere no longer privy to the privileges given to
Jewish people that exempted them from worshiping the Roman gods. There was much social and
economic pressure from the Roman world to compromise the Christian faith and live as everyone
else lived. Trade guilds were a large part of life in the major cities. and membership in these
trade guilds promoted one's business. and economic and social status. Howe\'er. these trade
105
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guilds also included the worship of the gods and participation in festivals celebrating the patron
deities of each guild. To choose to abstain from membership in a guilJ was to condemn oneself
to an economically and socially isolated life.

108

Revelation provides a counter·rcality to the Christians to whom it is written.

104

It reminds

the Christians of what reality truly is. It reminJs them that God is on the throne. that he wins. and
that he is coming back soon. God is Lord. and Caesar is merely a man created by the Almighty
God. The Christians might face persecution. but they can overcome by allowing themselves to be
overcome. Life may be difficult. but the reward that they will receive for persevering and
overcoming is more than worth the struggles that they face. It reminds them of who they have
been created to he. and it gives them a reason to fulfill the function that they have been given
despite the myriad difficulties that they might face.

Revelation is an apocalyptic prophetic letter. Revelation follows the general fom1 of a
letter. It states who wrote the letter and then \\'ishes the recipients "'grace and peace ... It is
addressed to the sewn churches mentioned in Asia. This shows that the visions mentioned at the
beginning of the letter address specific problems in these churches. However. the number seven
symbolizes completeness in the book of Revelation. and thus is can be assumed that the letter of
Revelation is meant for the whole church. The letter

\\i:lS

likely not simply literary but ora1.

110

The letter was meant to be read out loud. and a blessing is promised for the one who reads the
words of the letter. A blessing is also promised for the one \\ ho hears the words of the letter and
keeps them.
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The prophetic nature of the letter is described by the letter itself in the first and last
chapters of Revelation. where the author described the letter as a prophecy. The origin of this
prophecy is God himself. This prophecy is to be obeyed. This

m~ans

that while the letter does

contain a foretelling of events that arc to come. it also contains a proclamation of how the
Christians should live. The words of the prophecy arc to be obeyed. The letter offers the
Christians a view into hov. they should live and persevere in times of persecution.

The prophetic letter of Revelation is also apocalyptic in nature. Apocalyptic is "both a
fom1al type of literature and a mind-set of the group that follows the apocalyptic book.""

111

An

angel or angels describes the visions and explains key clements of them. The rhetorical strategy
of the Apocalypse is primarily epideictic in that is an attempt to challenge the readers and act as
an impetus for them to act. 112 It seeks to change the v.orldview ofthe readers. Revelation uses
imagery to create a vivid heavenly perspective for the readers and listeners of the letter. 1n By
entering this world. their \a.·ay of thinking is rccalibratcd and they can refresh their perspective on
the world. This perspective is heavenly rather than worldly. and it allows them to surYi\'c and
o\·crcomc the persecution that they are facing. 114 It chullenges them to come out of apathy and to
persevere in the faith in which they began. God is going to win the ultimate victory and the ones
who faithfully

follm~·

him will be rewarded. The apocalyptic images remind the readers of

Revelation that their beliefs are "'not strange and odd. but truly normal from God's
•

perspective.
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In Rt>\'clation. God provides reassurance to the persecuted believers in the Roman Empire
that he is still on the throne. God's kingdom is a present reality. and it is grounded in God's
control of the future. 116 Despite the trials and persecutions that the Christians han~ to endure.
God is still sovereign. Despite the seeming uncertainty of the outcome. the Christians can knO\\
that their hope and future are secure. Despite the fact that Caesar has declared himself lord. it
God \vho created Caesar. God is the one who is the Lord. and it is he who wins. Jesus has
oven:omc. and he

ha~

done this by being owrcome hy dying on the cross. This stands as an

example to the believers. They should remain faithful

C\ en

unto death. because God has

promised them that the ones who overcome and remain faithful will he rewarded. God requires
their loyalty. and they should give in to him unquestioningly because he is the one who is on the
throne. lie is the only one who is worthy. The main message of the ending of the story is that
Uod wins. 117 The ones who are being persecuted can be encouraged to remain faithful. and the
ones being tempted to compromise their faith should be shocked back into repentance.
obedience. and f~tithfulliving in accordance with their function. 11 K

Re-velation takes place in a series of four main sections

119

bookendcd by an

introduction and conclusion. The prologue introduce~ the \Vriter of the letter. tht! recipients. and
Jesus Christ as the coming Son of Man in gloT). The first muin segment takes place in chapters
1-3. The seven spirits of God walk among the sewn churches. Warnings. encouragement, and
promises are given to the seven churches. The second segment is one of God. his character. and
the worship of him. This occurs in chapters 4-5. It is God who brings about the

IlL'\\

creation.

who makes all things ne\\. and on whose character his promises an~ based. It begins with the.:
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image of God on the throne. a vision which inspires worship and av.:e at the holiness and power
of the Creator God. The third section occurs in 6-16. It is from here that one sees the seven
sealed scrolls. the seven trumpets. the seven signs. and the se\ en bowls. The loss of function of
the cosmos can be seen at this juncture. Also seen here is the rise of the evil antagonists of the
letter. There is a conflict between the forces of God and the forces of evil. as in seen in conflicts
with the dragon and conflicts \Vith the beasts. The great conflicts culminate in chapter 16 and the
last ho,vljudgment occurs. The third main section is the description of the final judgment.
Babylon is destroyed and judged. and the final victory occurs as the evil empire is ended. The
thousand year reign of Christ begins. It is at this juncture that the vision of the nc"' heaven and
the new earth occurs as the founh main segment. The founh section shows the recreation of the
world and the restoration of function. The new heaven and the new earth arc described. and the
New .Jerusalem comes down from heaven. The New Jerusalem is described as the restoration of
all creation. and can be visualized as the final Eden. And epilogue then follows. and the letter
closes.

Central to the letter of Revelation is the God· s character. God is worthy of all worship
and complete allegiance. God is on the throne and is sovereign over all of history. God wins. in
the end.
Revelation 4 hegins with God on his throne. The throne image is central in the Iener of
Revelation. and the throne ofGod is contrasted with the throne of Satan. It is a symhol ofGod·s
cosmic complete sovereignty. There are flashes of lightning. rolls and peals of thunder
surrounding the throne. Creation worships at tbe glory of God. yet these clements arc also
connected with judgment at later junctures in the letter. These elements of creation arc acting
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hen: in worship and a\\ e of their creator. There arl.' four living creatures surrounding his throne
with unceasing vigilance over God's cn:ation. These four living creatures arc in

~onstant

and

ceaseless worship of God. They never stop giving him glory. and always proclaim that he is
holy. and the All-mighty and All-powerful ofthc cosmos. The twenty-four dders fall before the
throne. casting their t:rm\ ns before God in a gesture of complete worship and allegiance. and
declare that he is worthy to receive glory and honor and praise. The reason for this is that he
created all things. I k is the Creator of all. and by his will everything existed and

\\a~

created. It

is interesting to note that both tcm1s are used. Whik this might simply be a figure of speech to
emphasize the absolute creative power of God. it is still wonhy on noting that there might be a
distinction between existence and creation. God caused cvery1hing to exist. Howe\'er. he then
'"created'" it. giving it function and order. He is the

~.:n:ator

of everything: he holds everything

together tas in Colossians I: 17). He has given everything order and function and created the
world the way thut it was supposed to be. 1k is worthy of worship.

Revelation 5 shows that Jesus is worthy to open the scrolls and begin the judgments upon
the world. Here the ushering in of the final e\"Cnts of the old creation are about to wmmcrKe.
Jesus is worthy because he has conquered and overcome. However. despite the fact that he is the
Lion of Judah. he overcame death by allowing himsdf to be overcome. He has defeated death by
it~

own means. He is like a Lamb that has been slain. Throughout the rest of the book. evil will

also be defeated by its own means. God will bring judgment. yes. hut sometimes judgment is
simply God letting evil do its work. E\·il will destroy itsdf.
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Function connected to the character of God

Here. in Revelation 5. the function of the people of God is echoed. God created them.
called them out of an unddincd people and madt' them into a people of kingdom and priests.
They have a function that they were designed to perform. They an.: designed to reign on tht>
earth. This has b..:come their identity. They arc to live in relationship with Uod and bring him
glory and they ha\ e dominion owr the earth and inspire the \>,.'orship of God among the peoples
of the world.

Loss of function
Th..: judgments of Revelation stand in contrast to both the creation acl:ount and the
Exodus narrative. They arc compared more frequently to the Fxodus narratiw. However. as
illustrated previously. the Exodus plagues themselves can he undl·rstood to stand in contrast to
thl' story of creation. For this reason. the judgments arc compared to the days of creation. The
broad picture of the judgments can also illustrate again that Clod

usc~

chaos. an agent of evil. to

master evil. Just as he used the chaotic flood of water in the time of Noah to rid the world of evil.
so no\\ he uses chaos to destroy evil in Revelation.

In the process of creation. God installed a function and an order in the world. Evcry1hing
had its place and sphere. and was functioning within that sphere. However. after the entrance of
sin into the world. the function and order of the world was twisted and corrupted. God has been
holding the world hack from complete corruption. preserving it until his appointed time comes.
In Revelation. one can see that his time has now come. I k stops holding chaos back and lets evil
do its work. The result is chaos in the extreme. Disorder is everywhere. The world goes craz)
and begins to fall apart. The judgment of God is sometimes simply letting evil work. and this is
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seen very clearly in Revelation. Creation itself participates in its own release. 120 God allo\\'S
humans to reap the rewards of what they have been sowing. Death. pain. destruction and chaos
are the result. In this chaos. one can see stark contrasts to the days of creation. The functions of
time. weather. and agriculture that God installed all fall apart. The functionaries that God put in
places begin to malfunction. The world seems to explode in dissolution. The creation has come
to its conclusion as God allows evil to reign.

Ho\vever. in the end. after evil has v.Tought chaos upon itself. God comes and re-creates a
world in which there is perfect order. function, and Shalom.

The first seal shows the chaos that has been unleashed in the world. Men slay one
another. The second seal shows that community is broken and death takes some of the
population/humanity. There is no peace or Shalom. This is not the way that the world is
supposed to be. and the violence that began in Genesis is seen as the sin of Cain is repeated. Men
murder one another and instead of multiplying begin to subtract from their number. The blessing
it. In the third
is reversed and they.., not onlv"' do not fulfill their function but they"' work aeainst
._
seal. food becomes expensive. The ground that is supposed to provide nourishment and
agriculture has not yielded all that it should. Corruption has spread among the land. Again. the
functions that \\ere instilled in the beginning have been falling apart and arc coming to their
complete dissolution. This is also seen in the fourth seal. Death. the ultimate enemy let in by sin.
the ultimate destruction of function. comes in many forms. These forms show the chaos that
occurred as a result of sin. People die by famine. and the earth that was supposed to support them
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no longer does so. The death by the sword shows the level of anarchy that has descended on the
world. Pestilence shows that the healthy order that God instilkd has fallen apart. The wild beasts
of the earth that were supposed to be under the dominion of men have risen up against them and
the hierarchy and functions have fallen apart.

The fifth seal shows the agony of those who have been slain. In a move that is a picture
of the ultimate rest to come. God gives them rest and tells them to wait a little longer. In the
midst of the creation imagery. one can see the place that the rest from the creation story has in all
of this. The rest belongs to the people of God. One is reminded of God resting in his new temple
on the seventh day as described in Genesis.

In the sixth seal. there is a great earthquake. The ground that was cursed because of
Adam writhes in pain and chaos. The sun becomes black. The functionary that was installed to
give light and help distinguish the time that gives order to creation becomes darkened. The
property that gives it its function is blocked. The moon becomes like blood. and it too loses its
function as the light in the nighttime. Stars fall to the earth instead of being the lights in the sky
that they were designed to be. The sky vanishes. The sky vvas installed as a separation for the
waters. but the distinctions in the world are becoming completely blurred. Every mountain and
island shifts and moves. 1\:othing is where it is supposed to be, and nothing is functioning the
way that it is supposed to. All elements of creation arc losing their function and havoc is being
\\ITought upon humanity.

J..:.eener suggests that

.. the specific images contributed to the overall picture of the dissolution of the cosmos as
we know it. the reversal of creation. The impact on the reader is to be complete: There is
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no security, no tirm ground to stand on. nothing in the universe to depend on except God
himself.'' 121
Creation is reversed and God is th~ only thing that remains and holds everything together.

In Revelation 7. there is an image of four angds holding hack the wind.

On~:

sees an

image of the powers of God holding baclo. destruction until the appointed time. Destruction is
waiting. hut God has his angels standing guard holding it hack until forces of chaos until the
servants of God are scaled. Chaos is at work in the world. straining against order. seeking to
destroy. In God's mercy he has held it back for the sake of his people. and for the sake of
humanity. But the time is coming when he will allow the angels to stop holding back the wind
and destruction and chaos will be set free. 1 Enoch 36.2-3 notes that ··some [people J believed
that the winds supported the dome of heaven.'' Other ancients noted that if unchecked. the winds
would blow away earth. sea. and heaven.

122

Here. God is letting the \:vinds blow unchecked. and

chaos does its work. However. God's people are given the promise of not hungering. not
thirsting. and not being struck by the sun. This promise reminds one of the sanctuary that was
depicted in Eden. This concept of peace and idyll has been a theme from the very beginning of
the story.

In the seventh seal. angels with seven trumpets arc described. The seal brings thunder.
rumblings. lightning. and an earthquake. The whole earth. all of creation, goes to extremes in its
worship of God. It is as if the holiness of God causes the chaos in it to react violently and the sin
that has cursed it to tremble. lights to spontaneously flash. and thunder to simply peal and roll.
God's holiness excites intense reaction of the chaos. God·s holiness is so other to the chaos-

121
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infused situation of the earth that it is as if the fallcnness of the earth must react in thl' presence
of God. Just as the demons reacted with intensity when Jesus declared his divinity. creation
n:acts and trembles at the glory of God. Like putting potassium in ·water. the reaction is violent
and switl. There is something in creation that recognizes its creator. but it cannot worship as it
should because of the evil on earth. However. God will destroy the evil forever and restore
creation to its original sphere.

I rumpcts
The trumpet judgments also parallel the yoms of creation. Nature falls apart and hail and
fire fall in the first trumpet. This hail and fire is mixed with blood. which is also reminiscent of
the Egyptian plagues. A third of the earth is burned up. a third of the trees arc burned up. and all
the grccn grass is burned up. The rcmnanb of nature and agriculture on the earth arc destroyed.
Eden and the ideal garden arc gone. and chaos and destruction arc all that remains.

In the second trumpet. a third of the sea becomes blood. This blood kilb the sea

creature~

and destroys a third of the ships. The \Hlter is no longer used for life. and is decidedly chaotic. It
actually becomes an agent of death as it changes to blood and destroys life.

In the third trumpet. a star falls from heaven. The body that is supposed to remain in the
sky

f~llls

out of it. Distinctions are blurred and the earth is in chaos. The fresh \"''atcr that had

remained pure becomes bitter and useless in that it cannot pl!rform its function. This chaotic
water in the fallen world stands in contrast to the spring of eternal life which Jesus gives from
freely.

In the fourth judgment. one sees the heavenly bodies lose their function and fall apart. A
third of the sun. a third of the moon. and a third of the stars an: afflicted arc struck and afflicted.
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A third of the light is gone. A third of the day was kept from shining. Distinctions between day
and night are blurred. Time cannot function in a world without an ordered rhythm.

In the fifth trumpet. a star once again falls. and smoke from the pit fills the air and the
sky. The separation between the earth and sky is again blurred. and the functionaries that God
installed to remain in the heavens fall to earth. Out ofthe smoke from the pit come locusts. One
is reminded of the locusts in Exodus that caused havoc on the Egyptian crops. This time. they do
not destroy the function of agriculture. Rather. they tear at the health of humanity. In a supreme
moment of irony. even the people looking for death cannot find it. Death. the ultimate destroyer
of function, cannot function without the pem1ission of God.

In the sixth trumpet. the angels that are holding back the Rjvcr Euphrates arc released.
Again there is the image that God has been holding back destruction. Now, he releases what he
has been holding back and lets it take its course. The v.;ater is no longer distinct from the land.
and the result is destruction and chaos. A third of mankind is killed. Fire and sulfur kill a third of
mankind as well. This fire and sulfur is merely a preview of the destructive tire and sulfur that is
to come in which God will throw Satan and his agents.

The chaos on the earth creates destruction. and yet the people do not repent. The rest of
mankind does not repent of the \Vorks of their hands nor do they give up worshipping demons
and idols. nor do they repent of what John describes as "their murders or their sorceries or their
sexual immorality or their thefts:· They continue in the sin in which they are living. and the
chaos only continues. It is a positive feedback reaction. The more chaos happens. the more sin
seems to happen. and this only throws the v.orld into more chaos. This is the final dissolution.
and still the people choose to live in sin and curse God.
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The seventh trumpet begins with the declaration that the kingdom of the world has
become the kingdom of the Lord and of his Christ and he shall reign forever and e\·er. J lis reign
shall be a reign of order in which everything fulfills its function and has its place. It is a place of
peace. of shalom. as opposed to the chaos and destruction and death and is nov. on the \vorld.
Thanks and gratitude

ar~

ascribed to God because he has taken his great power and begun to

reign. The nations rage at this event. but God's wrath comes anyway. John states that the time
has finally come for the dead to be judged. ser\'ants to be rewarded. and the destroyers of the
earth to be destroyed. Once again. there arc flashes of lightning. rumblings and peals of thunder.
an earthquake. and heavy hail. Not for the first time. one can sec the earth ·s violent reaction at
the glory. holiness. and wrath of the Creator-God.

In the first bowl judgment. ham1ful and painful sores are inflicted on the people who bore
the mark of the beast and worshipped his image. This is reminiscent of the sixth Egyptian plague
in \\'hich painful sores broke out on people.

In the second bowl judgment. the sea becomes like the blood of a corpse. and every living
thing in it dies. Again. God shows his mastery over the water and the chaos. The Roman Empire
would have depended on water for their trade. 1.:!3 The water that brings death again stands in
contrast to the pure water that comes from the spring of life from which Christ gives freely.
Mastered water cJn yield life and prosperity. but left to the chaos it loses this quality and
becomes functionless and detrimental.

m Osborne. 580
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In the third bowl judgment. the rivers and springs bet:ome blood as well. The sources of
\\ater on the earth have become riddled with chaos and disorder. There is an angel in charge of
the waters just as there were angels holding back the winds at the four corners.

The bowls arc interrupted with a judgment doxology. God is declared to be just and holy.
He is the Almighty who have given the wicked on earth what they deserve. For so long. order
has been disrupted and the wicked have prospered. They have caused suffering and tribulation
for God·s people. Now. they are finally receiving the just payment for their acts of evil. In this,
even the chaotic judgments are a way of restoring order to the world.

In the fourth judgment. the sun scorched people with fire. The luminaries that were given
specific places in the cosmos break out of these places. They fall into disorder. and this disorder
is detrimental to the created beings on the earth. However. instead of calling out to the God of
order who had given order to the universe. the people curse him. They did not repent and give
glory to the God who had power over the plagues. They are completely corrupted and refuse to
repent.

The fifth bowl judgment also deals with the luminaries that God placed in the sky. God
instructed them to give light. God created a day and a night. and thus installed an order and a
calendar for the world. The world was given a sense of time. In the fifth bowl. the world is
plunged into darkness. Not only does the sun cease to perform. but the whole concept of day and
night becomes skewed. It is dark \vhcn it should be light. and tht! God-given ordt!r continues to
fall apart.
In the sixth bowl. the water of the Euphrates dries up complete!~. This water that used to
mark the boundaries of the Garden of Eden is nO\\ completely dry. There are three unclean
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spirits like frogs in the mouths of the prophets. These arc slightly reminiscent of the plague of
frogs in Egypt.
In the seventh bowl. there are flashes of lightning. rumblings. peals of thunder. and a
great earthquake. These echo the sounds around the throne of God. This image shows that God is
sovereign and in complete control of the cosmos. Now. they are connected to judgment. The
earthquake is the greatest earthquake the earth has ever seen. The city is divided into three parts.
and the mountains and islands arc displaced. Nothing is in its rightful order or where it is
supposed to be. Hailstones fall and the chaos that the earth is in can be seen. Still. however. the
people cursed the God who was in control.

The loss of function is a judgment. but it is a judgment that humanity has brought on
themselves. This is not the isolated wrath of God that comes out of a place of hate for his
creation. Rather. humanity allowed sin to enter the ordered world, and these are the effects of it.
God then put it into their hearts to carry out his purpose by being of one mind and handing over
their royal power to the beast. until the words of God are fulfilled. One of these effects is chaos.
and the whole world feels the aftershocks. Through it all. however. God is using that chaos to
ultimatelv defeat evil itself.

Restoration/recreation of function
After the chaos wrought by evil. the time comes for the world to be re-created. Evil has
been allowed to do its work. and now it is time for God to do his. In stark contrast to the
destructive work of evil. God's work is healing and restorative. God is going to re-create the
world and restore it to the state of Shalom. E vii and disorder are going to bl! eradicated forever.
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and humans will be able to flourish and fultill their function in community with God and v.·ith
em~

another.

As one examines this restoration in

mor~

detaiL it is helpful to more closely look at some of the

words and concepts implemented in the last chapters of Revelation.
Word and Concept Analvsis
KatVll
Katvo; is one ofthe two most common words for new since the classical Greek period.
VEo<; signifies something that was not

th~rc

before. Kat voc;. however. represents something that

is ne\\ and distinctive. While V£0<; is new in time or origin, Katvoc; is new in nature. Katvoc;
represents something that is different from the usual and that is superior in value or attraction. 124
In the Nev. Testament the word Kat vo; means ··not yet used'' or ··unusual:· but it
especially means "new in kind.'' This is what the word signifies in Revelation. To usc the word
(.vEO<;" would imply something that \'vas newly brought into existence and that was only
temporary. However. "Kat voc;" implies something that has changed in essence and that is
permanent and intransient. Something can be made new without losing its former identity and
can still be recognizable. 125
OaA.acrcra
The sea is one of the parts of the old creation that is singled out as no longer existing. The
sea had various identifications. The tirst was that the sea was the origin of cosmic evil. The
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second was the unbelieving ami rebellious nations that caused suffering and tribulation for the
people of God. The third was as a plac~ of the dead. The fourth was that the sea was the primary
avenue through which adulterous trade occurred and was made possible. The fifth was that the
sea was a literal body of water that was occasionally used to represent all of crcation. 126 AddeJ to
this is the sea as a representation of chaos and chaotic forces. These forces were mastered by
God in Genesis. and one can thus sec a return to the Genesis creati<m as God once again masters
the sea. All of these meanings probably come into play in this context. The sea can represent
these things. for in the new creation there will be no more cosmic evil. no more suffering for
God's people. no more death or dead. no more adulterous trade as all people live in worship to
God. no more of the old creation. and no more chaos. All of this is explained elsewhere in the
letter of Revelation. Thus. the absence of the sea signifies all of the above.

This term is used for divine creation and preservation. When used in tenns of nature and
history. the word is meant to reflect the '·pulsating. living quality of the biblicul concept of
God."

127

It reflects God's eternal being and nature. The word is also used for the preparations

and accomplishments of God in soteriological terms. When the word is used in connection with
humans. it speaks of a readiness and preparedness in relation to God. 128 In Revelation. God is the
one carrying out the action of preparation. His preparation reflects his holiness. his character. his
living quality. This has been do\\11 to the new city. or to the saints. God has prepared humanity
for himself.

l!l>
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This \vord takes on real theological significance first in the LXX. The word is

us~d

for

tent oftabernaele. and it is used to describe the dwelling of God among his people. TI1is is the
place where his people can

me~t

with him. There is a close link between the \vords ..mcnvn·· and

.. va.o~'" in Revelation. 12q While in the Old Testamelll the presence of God was bound by a
physical temple. in Re\'elation all people can experience his tabernacling presence as he dwells
with them.

130

Revelation 20

In Revelation 20. the believers are d..:scribed as reigning with Christ for I 000 years. The
people of God can tinally fulfill their function. They can live out who they were created to be.
God created man

to

have dominion over the earth in Genesis 1, and now his people l:an finally

sec the fulfillment ofthat. Not only will they reign. but they will reign with Christ ns God's
children. They are described as priests of God nnd of Christ. Once again. God \\'ill establish his
temple and give humans a function to perfonn in it. This time. unlike in Genesis. humanity will
continually fulfill its function.

John states that the second death has no power over the first resurrection. A \\·orld is
established where death and sin do not hold power O\'Cr humanity. Death. which entered the
world with sin. is finally abolished. Christ's death caused it to lose its po\\'er. and now God
eradicates it forever.

129
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The b~ast which stood on the sand of the sea. the symbol of chaos. is final!~ destroyed. a~
arl' the nations that foliO\\Cd him. These nations an.: described as being numhcn.:d like

th~

sands

of the sea. They are left to their chaos. and when chaos has w-rought its damage. they arc
consumed hy tire from heaven.

The chapter goes on to describe a throne. before which earth and sky flee. (iod is going to
make all things new. and it hegins at the cenll:r of everything - the throne of God.

Revelation 21. 1
This n:rsc follows the idea introduced in 20.11 of the first heaven and earth passing
mvay. Atter they pass av•ay John

SCl.'S

a nc\\ heaven and a new earth. The word choice of the

'ersc echoes Genesis 1.1 where it says that God created the heavens and earth. Then: is a clear
parallel here. but in contrast to the old creation this is the ncv. heaven and the new earth.
Isaiah cnd~d his prophecy hy promising that God would one day create a

llC\\

131

hcan:n and

a ne'' earth that would not pass away hut v.ould endure. The passage in Isaiah 65 has clear
cchoc~

of the creation account in Genesis 1. This promise is seen to come to ful fillmcnt in

Revelation :! 1.1. God has created the

!K'\\

heaven and the new earth. 132

The first creation has dissolved/passed away. and the second creation is here to replace
and supersede it. This second creation is described as "new." Kat voc.; refers to a change in
"quality or essence" as opposed to something that has never before been brought into
existcnce. 133 The use of this word in this way is frequent!~ found in New Testament
eschatological settings. There is a distinct difference in quality hct\\een the old creation and the

131
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ne\\ creation. 134 The old creation was broken and temporary. The ne\\ creation stands in contrast
to this. While the old creation was in chaos and full of sin. this new creation is ordered and
perfect. It is pcrn1anent and eternal. This will be a whole different kind of creation than the one
before. The essence of the creation has been changed and redeemed.

135

Existence will not beth~:

sam~:.

Beale suggests that this is a figurative new creation ruther than a literal one. However.
this docs not exclude the literal destruction of the old creation. just as the future resurrection docs
not exclude the literal destruction of the old body. Reale suggests that this suggests a "radically
changed cosmos .. that is still identifiable with the old cosmos. It will he a renewal of the old
cosmos.

Osborne suggests that the dichotomy between the lirst heaven and the lirst earth will no
longer exist. This time. God will dwell with his people and heaven has come down to earth.

. d .mto a Iarger rca 1·aty. "" 136
I Ieavcn an d cart h arc .. umtc
John then states that •·the sea is no longer there ... The sea traditionally represents chaos
and disorder. Beale suggests various identifications of the sea b) drawing from dsewhere in the
Apocalypse. First. it is the origin of cosmic evil. especially in light of the Old T cstament
background. This is sl!cn not just in the tradition of the llebrc\\ people but in other cultures and
religions as well. In Egyptian and Mesopotamian cultures. the sea

,~·as

viewed as a source of evil

that must be mastered. Secondly. the sea is also idcntitied with the unbelieving and rebellious
people that refuse to give their loyalty to God. These people arc the ones causing suffering for
the people of God. Thirdly. it is identiticd with a place of the dead. Fourthly. the sea
04

lbid.
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primary location of the idolatrous trade activity of the \\'Orld. Finally. the sea was a literal body
of water which was sometimes mentioned in conjunction with the earth. It could be used as a
synecdoche to represent the totality of the old creation. Beale· s conclusion is that in this instance
the sea encompasses all of these meanings and nuances. When the new creation is established the
threat the Satan poses will not be there because he will be pcm1ancntly excluded. Rebelling
nations will no longer pose a threat because they will have been judged as well. The sea cannot
be a place of the dead because there will be no more death. There will no longer be any
idolatrous trade. as everyone will be worshipping God. There will be no chaos and disorder in
the nev. · creation. as it is characterized by peace. The sea no longer acts as separation between
people and between heaven and earth. because people can be united and heaven will have

com~

dov.n to earth. 137

However. given the recent allusion to Isaiah 65 and the overall theme of the letter of
Re,·elation. the meaning for the v.:ord '·sea" that is likely foremost in .John· s mind is probably the
one that focuses on the sea as a source of tribulation and suffering for the people of God. This
tribulation will not exist in the

llC\\

creation. This concept is later dcYeloped in verse 4. as will be

seen ,,·hen John describes death as no longer being present. This verse also echoes Isaiah 51,
where the removal of the waters at the Red Sea is metaphorically equated with the removal of
sorrow when the ne"' creation comes. l.l!t This time, however. the waters arc not simply
momentarily parted. They are removed forever. There will he no more evil and suffering for the
people of God.

137
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Re\'clation 21.2
In verse 2. John describes seeing a new holy city Jerusalem. The phrase ··holy city
Jerusalem·· is used in Isaiah 52 where God's people are promised that they \\ill one day no
longer sutTer from captivity but "ill be redeemed and restored to the presence of God. To the
adjective "holy" John adds ··new.'' This again reinforces that the essence of this new city is
different. and there is no chaos or sin in it at all. This is also alluded to in Isaiah 62. where Isaiah
states that Jerusalem will he called hy a

llC\\

name. Isaiah then

goc~

on to describe how this

1

implies a new marriage relationship with God. w The city will he beautiful and the Lord will
ddight in her. This is echoed in verse 2 when John describes the city as a hride adorned and
prepared for her husband. God has prepared the hridc to thr advantage of himself. The holy city
has been prepared for God.

The city is described as ..coming down from heaven from God." The new heaven. the
ncv. canh. and the nC\'- city arc all

de~crihcd

in this way. This leaves the reader in no douht that

the new creation has come and it is orchestrated by God. The phrase ..from heaven .. would have
hcen sufficient. hut the phrase ''from God'' is added. This brings the reader's attention back to the
vision of the throne in chapters 4 and 5 of Revelation. where God is described as hcing on the
throne in all of his glory. lie is on the throne. and he wins. It is from heaven and from God as he
sits on his throne that the new creation and the new city descend. The descent of the city frames
multiple descents described throughout the letter. When things descend. it is often a sign of
God's sovereignty over the eanh.

09
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It is coming down from heaven from God himself.
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The new city Jerusalem is described as a "bride adorned for her husband ... As previously
mentioned. the mirrors the language used in Isaiah to describe the end-time n:storation. The
language of"the holy city. the new Jerusalem·· comes from a prophecy in Isaiah 52 and 62
contain much marital imagery. Revelation describes Jerusalem as a bride adorned for her
husband. and this can also he seen in Isaiah6l.l 0 where Zion is personified. She speaks in
prophetic prophecies and says that she was adorned

a~

a bride. The second wrsc in chapter :!I

thus gives assuranct• that the cosmic promises of Isaiah will come to pass. 141 The bride is a
metaphor for the saints. This same imagery is used in Revelation 19 where the bride of the Lam h
is described as wearing fine. pure. and bright linen. This linen is identified as the righteous acts
of the saints.
The verb nowa~w is used elsewhen: in Revelation to described events or situations that
are brought about not by human action but by God.

1
"'::!

In this instance. too. the new city has been

prepan:d by God. II is people have been vindicated. justified. ami redeemed. The bride has been
prepared ''for her husband." The bride has been prepared for God for himself ami fir his llWJl
advantage. God has been preparing his people to be his bring throughout the course ofhistory.w
The preparations are finally complete. and the fulfillm~nt of the relationship can begin a~ a
marr1age.

The city stands in contrast to the contrast to the city of Babylon that was pre\·iously
m~:ntioned

in verse 18. While Babylon was described as a whore and a prostitute. the ncv. holy

city is d~:scrihed as a pure bride who is ready for a faithful marriage relationship.
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Re,·clation ::! 1.3
Verse 3 hegins \Vith the phrase "and I heard a

gr~at

voice saying." This phrase is used

multiple times throughout the letter of RcYclation. \\'hat follows is generally a word from God or
from an angel of God. The phrase .. from the throne·· is added. again emphasizing that the vision
John has is from the throne were God sits. It once again n:minds the reader of the throne room
vision and the encouragement and awe inspired from this vision. The voice declares that the
dwelling of God is with men. The ''-'Ord used for "dwelling.. is "CJK11V11.'' The first pan of the
verse is essentially a translation of the "Shekinah." \Vhich meant communion for God and his
people. 14J The presence of God on eanh began'' ith God dwelling with humanity in the garden
as his temple. When sin came into the world. God did not dwell with humanity as intimately.
However. he instructed his people to build him a tabernacle (crK11V11) where he would be with
them. I k dwelt in the tabernacle and then later in the temple until the glory of God eventually
left

th~..·

temple. Jesus then came as the Word incarnate. and no'' the Holy Spirit resides within

the chun:h. Here. the reader sees what the presence of God will he lik..: in the eschaton. God v.ill
once again dwell with his people as he did in Genesis. The word used to describe this dv.elling is
that

~ame

one that is used to describe the tabernacle. This is the presence of God that has been

sought after throughout the .lev. ish history. and yet this time it h<L" been restored to its original
state. God once again dwells with man. Previously. the temple had been a physical building to
separate the Israelites from the other nations. This is no longer necessary. as God dwells with the
directly and the nations no longer need to he separated. His dwelling is not in a temple or a
tabernacle building. but rather with the world as his temple. This again links to Genesis. where
God created a temple for himself and then d\\elt there. In this verse.

one~.·

can

!->CC

that God again

is dwelling with man and the nev, creation is his temple. This time. there will be no sin to disrupt
144
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the temple of God. This time. he will dwell with his people forever. The temple that God
constructed for himsdf in Genesis "ill once again be on

th~

earth.

The \'crse reiterates this concept hy stating that God will dv.;ell with them. The cognate
of the noun OK11Vl1 is used here as the \'erb. The n:rsc then continues by saying that they will be
his people. This reflects back to the covenant in Exodus where God promises the people of Israel
that they \viii he his people if they keep the commandments. While Israel originally

l~1ilcd thi~

command. Ood is promising his people that this time they will he his people forever. In
Revelation. the people described arc not longer Jewish but they an: a multicthnic people from
every tribe. tongue. and nation. All of these people will experience God's tabernacling presence.
John then hears the voice repeat the second half of the promise that God will he with them as
their God.

Revelation ~ 1.4
This verse is a continuation of the preceding verse. further expanding what it means for
God to dwdl \\ ith men and for them to be his people. The first phrase shows that God will "wipe
every tear from their eye." This promise again can he seen as a fulfillment of the prophecy of
baiah :25.8 which promises that God will

remov~

every tear from the eyes of his people. The

\'l.!rse goes on to descrihl.! that this ,.,.·ill be a comfort from death. In Revelation~ 1.4. d~ath is
completely done away with. This verse is also

se~n

to follow Revelation 7.17. where it says that

God will wipe every tear from the eye of his people. Isaiah 25.8 goes on to mention that this will
he a comfort from death. This flows directly into the second half of ReYclation 21.4 that
describes death as being no more.
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baiah 35.10 and 51.11 predict that pain. grief. and groaning ~viii pass away. Only one
'ersc earlier in Isaiah. a reflection was made on the first exodus where God caused the sea to dr)
up. Here. there ''ill no longer be any sea. This is closely mirrored in this verse in Rewliltion.
God not only wipes every tear from the eye of his people. but he removes all

source~

of somm.

The second half of the verse shows that death will he no mor(' and crying. mourning. and pain
will he abolished. The phrase "there will no Jongcr be'' is reflective of Isaiah 65. All the causes
of sorrow have been removed. and there can be eternal joy and bliss. There is absolute peace and
security. These various forms of sorrov.: that haw been removed can be seen as an expansion of
the sea in verse I that is no more. This again alludes to a passage in Isaiah. Isaiah 51 shows the
prophet reflecting on the first exodus. God remO\'L'd the water that hindered the deliverance of
God's people from Israel. and in Revelation one can sec God removing the figurative water that
hinders the eternal shalom of his people. His people can now be fully redeemed and have

. w1t. h h.1mseIf.
compIete commumon

~~~

·

The conclusion of 21.4 gives the reason for all of this. The conclusion of Revelation 21.4
is that the first or forn1cr things have passed away. This continues the Isaiah 35 and 51 allusions.
v.1hi lc also alluding to Isaiah 65.17. The first things ha\'e no place in the ne'' creation.
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This

continues the Isaiah 35 and Isaiah 51 allusions. while simultaneously calling to mind Isaiah
65.17. which also parallel this expression. Verse 1 and \'ersc 4 of Revelation 4

ar~

in parallel to

one another. Both contain expressions of cosmic dissolution. and both give insight into the
that things will be when God comes to restorc all things. This dissolution is the
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wa~

of the
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conditions of the ne\\ world. 1 ~ However. now th~ old creation has completely passed away. and
7

this allows f(H the advent ofthe

n~""

creation in which there \\ill he no sin. death. or pain.

Revelation ::! 1.5
This n:rse continues the theme of the ushering in of the nc\\ creation. The verse begins
with a voice from the one sitting on tht.• throne. In the light of the awe~ome sccnc in Revelation
4. the

on~

sitting on the throne is clearly God. This is the God who created all things. and v.·ho is

once again creating. This is the God who is the All Mighty. the ntlcr of all. the one who is
worthy of all worship. This is the holy God who is speaking. The Creator God is once again
creating. as he did in Genesis. and this time ht: is making all things nc\\.

This verse draws specifically from Isaiah 43.19. ,..,·here (ind declares .. I am making things
ncw.'' 14 K Paul had described this promise in 2 Corinthians 5.17 as beginning to be fulfilkd in the

death and resurrection of Christ. The new kingdom was ushered in. and it is nov. coming to
fullillment in the new creation. God is making all things new. What was once begun in part is

.

I .

no'" commg to comp etlon.

14Q

John is once again instructed to write. just as he

wa~

when he was given the message to

the seven churches. This instruction to write is the last of scvcn commands to do so throughout
the letter of Revelation.

150

The words he is told to write are dcscrihed as ··f~lithful and true." This

is likely a hendiadys. in \.\hich two words are used to describe one concept: the \\Ords of God an:
trustworthy. 151 These words echo Isaiah 65.16. when Isaiah refers to God a-; the Amen. or the
truthful one. In Isaiah 65. the blessing that God will bring about is the new creation that God v.;ill
147
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onr day bring about. The trustworthiness of God in this context is based on the certainty of the
coming of his new creation.

152

Revelation 21.6

.John then hears the word ··yc.yovav.'' This means ··it has happened"" or ••they are done."
This indicates that the climax of the judgments has come to a close. The chaotic judgments and
their e1Tccts have run their course. and chaos has wreaked its havoc. Now. sin has finally been
dealt with. It is over. Something new can begin. It reminds one of Jesus· words "It is finished!""
as he died upon the cross. There. the new age was ushered in. Here. the ne\\' age is brought to
fulfillment.

God then describes himself. lie begins with the formula ·'I AM." This causes the readers
to reflect on the name of God that he rc\'ealcd when he was speaking to Moses as is found in
Exodus. The God who is speaking is the God of the covenant. He has brought the story to the
end that is truly a beginning. and the covenant can be fulfilled as it was meant to be. he then
describes himself with titles that clearly indicate his sovereignty over history. time. and all of
creation. He rules over the beginning of history. the end of history, and all of the cYents in
betv.:een. 153 He is the Alpha and the Omega. the beginning and the end. These titles are likely a
merism. in which two opposite poles of something are used to emphasize the totality of
everything that falls in betwecn. 1 ~ 4 The title ··first and the last" is also an echo of Isaiah 44.6 and

m Beall!. 1052.
153
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48.12. where the title was meant to convey that Yahweh was in control at the beginning of the
nation and would remain in control until the end. 155

This is only the second time in the hook of Revelation that God has been directly
quoted. 1511 The first was in 1.8. where God again declared himself to he the tirst and the last.
These two quotations f(mn bookends to the letter and remind the readers of the character.
eternality. and sovereignty of God. God is the one who is guiding history. I k began the great
story. and so he will surely bring it to a fitting conclusion.

God then gives a promise that he will give the water of life freely to thl' one who is
thirsty. Isaiah 49.10 describes water being given as a reward. This sustenance is a metaphorical
representation of eternal life. Revdation 21.6 thus

clcarl~

parallels Isaiah 49.1 0. The living

waters have their origin in Christ. A liti: of fellowship und right relationship with God is implied.
This will ht> life as it is meant to he lived. This life is rcscrvl.!d for the one who is ··thirsting."
These are the ones who have faith in Christ and ha,·e persevered through the trials and
tribulations described in the letter. God. being full of grace. will give these people the waters of
life freely or v;ithout cost. Isaiah 49.10 makes a statement about the mercy of God. and how he
has mere) on his people to whom he guides by the fountains of water. This is scl:n echoed in
Revelation 21.6 in that (iod gives the \\atrr freely.

Rcwlation 21.7

Verse 7 begins to more specifically identify \Vho the people of God arc. God's people arc
the ones v.'ho persevere and overcome. Overcoming looks ditTerently than the rest ofthe world
might imagine. To overcome. one must sometimes be on:rcome. Once can overcome by the
m Osborne. 738.
Beale. I O:'i4
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blood of the Lamb. the word of one· s testimony, and not loving one· s li fc unto death. The
O\'Crcomers' lives arc characterized by a faith that docs not compromise. despite the thn:at of
persecution and dcath.

157

This verse is a challenge to the readers and listeners of the lettcr.

158

They should remain strong anJ stay faithful. because the one who ovcn.:omes will be able to
inherit .. these things.''

..These things" sum up the inheritance that is mentioned in all the letters.

159

The

inheritance will be part of the new heave and the new earth. However. \'lthat is even more
incredible is that fact that the one who overcomes will be the son of God. God will be his God.

He will be in a familial relationship with God forever. This is the paramount blessing. This is the
ultimate reason for continuing to persevere in the hopes of overcoming. God himself will be with
the one who docs. A parallel is found in the reference to .. inheriting" the promised blessings in
the Davidic prophecy of2 Samuel7.14. Isaiah 55.1-3 continues this idea and God promises those
who thirst that he will make an '·everlasting co\'enant, the sure mercies of David'' with Israel.

160

No\a.·, the promise ofthe Old Testament is applied through the lens of Christ. Christ
corporately represents his people. What he inherits. they \Viii inherit. Christ is still unique in his
divinity. but the people who he represents arc able to participate in the blessings of his status as a
son.lol
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Revelation 21.8

In contrast to the onL' who inherits that is seen in

ver~c

7 arc the groups of people in \'CrSL'

X. The ones who are not pan of God's pcoph: will he excluded from the

bl~:ssing.

of his eternal

ami relational presence. This eternal separation is in and of itself a judgment. 162

John begins the list with the cowards. The rest of the list probably describes people
outside of the church. and yet '·cowards.. would seem to imply people within the church who
failed to keep the htith and persevere.

161

']his is thus a continuation of the challenge c\tcnded in

the previous verse. This time, it takes on the force of a warning.
The list of sim. or \'ices is a sum mar~ of all of the sins that John has been warning the
church ahout. Faithlessness describes the basic sin that would lead the people of the canh to
reject God and is also the sin of the false teachers mentioned in the letter to Pcrg.amum. 1M The
abominable. or heinous. acts arc seen as the works of the prostitute mentioned in 17.4-5. \1urder
clearl) refers to the carth dwellers that have killed the saints of God. "Pomications" was both
part of the Nicolai tan cult and is seen to be practiced by thc earth dv.dlers. It wa!-t also often
linked to idolatry in the forms of ritual worship. Magic was a common part of the first century
world. Idolatry is a central theme in the book. and is sec..:n in all facets of society. It is also central

to thc false religion of which the beast was a proponent. It also links back to th~ Imperial Cult
and the worship of Rome or the emperor. Liars stand in antithesis to God. whose v.ords an:

162
163
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faithful and truc. 165 This group ends the list because it again causes believers to reflect if their
actions and lifestyle match the taith that they purport to have. 166

The fact that there will be none of these people in the nC\\ creation reiterates that the new
creation functions on a higher moral standard than the one that currently exists. However. it will
be one a higher moral order cwn than creation bcfon: the Fall. where the liar \Vas still able to
enter the garden and tempt the first humans. This time. there will he no liars at all.

The people of God have participated with Christ in his resurrection. They an: immune to
the second death. However. the wicked people receive their pan (or inheritance) in the burning
lakL' of tire and sulfur. The contrast has already been drawn between the first creation and the
second. While the first was temporary. the second lasts eternally. Thus, thL' second death is one
that does not end hut continues into thc ages. llowevcr. this death happens outside of the nc\\
creation. Death has no place in the new heaven and the new earth. 167

In Re\dation 21. one can see that all the chao~ of the world is outside the

~ev.

Jerusalem. All is order inside. The New Jerusalem itself is described as a cube 'vith precise
numbers and precise ml!asurements. The cube imagery implies a perfection and exactness that
\\'as disrupted in the old creation because of sin.

There is no temple in this city. for its temple is the Lord God the Almighty and the Lamb.
The people of God can finally d\\ell with God again. There is no tabemacle or temple. There
need

~

no manmade building to ensure that God can dwell "ith his people. The promise of the

Holy Spirit has come to fruition and God

16

~ Ibid
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167
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again makes his dwelling with his people.
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In the original creation. God created time and functionaries to give light. In the nc\\
creation. there is no need of sun or moon. The.! glory of God gives it light. The lamp is the Lam h.
God can dwdl with his people so fully that there is not even a need for a sun. There will he no
night and no darkness. The nations walk hy God's light. and the kings of earth bring their glory
into it. Instead of humans attempting to bring glory to themselves. they give glory to God. 1\1
creation is functioning as it should. living with God and giving glory to him.

There is nothing unch:an or detestabll' or false is in the

llC\\

city. hut only those written in

the Lamb's hook of life. The ne\\ city is a place of life and flourishing. and unclean forces that
arc anti-function have no place in the new creation.

There is a river of water of life flowing from the throne. The water of this river stands in
contrast to the chaotic seas that brought death in the old creation. There is also a tree of life. In
Genesis 1. there was also a tree of life. one can sec a return to the beginning and a return to
Shalom. This tree yields its fruit each month. It is dependable and always available. Nothing will
happen this time to separate humanity from life forever. The Icaws of the tree arc for the healing
of the nations. Just as Jesus healed while he was on earth. no\\ all the nations can go to the tree
and receive restorative healing.

In the New Creation. there will no longer be anything accursed. In contrast to the cursed
existence of the old creation. in the center of this creation an: the throne and the holy Lamb. His
servants will \vorship him as their function suggests they should. God's creation will sec his face
and his name will be on their foreheads. They hear the image of God and mm his name is on
their foreheads. One also recalls the signs of the Levite priests that read ··holy to the LORD .. on
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their heads. Humanit) was made to bear the image of God. anJ this is seen to he fulfilkd in the
"!'Jew Creation. They ,..,·ill reign forever and ever, bearing the image and name of God.
In the closing words of the letter. God commands John not to seal up the

word~

of the

prophecy of the book. llc declares that the tim~: is ncar for the fulfillment of the prophecy. He
tells John to let the c\·ildocr still do evil. the filthy still he filthy. the righteous still do right. and
the holy still be holy. One can again sec that God lets the consequences of humanity work out in
their lives. While he has designed a function for humanity. if they attempt to live outside ofthat
he lets them. I Ic also lets the experience the consequences of that action and the chaos that
results from it.
God ends the book with the words .. Behold. I am coming soon. bringing my recompense
\'-''ith me." God again imposes a function on himself and promises to rerum soon. lie declares that
those who wash their robr.:s and live in righteousness. as their function would suggest. arc
bh:ssed. These arc the people of who have the right to the tree of life. They may enter the city by
the gates and live in it forever. while the: chaotic things and all those who practice falsehood arc
left outsiJe. God's people who live out their function now will he free to live out their function
forl!ver in his presence. However. those who abandon their function no\\ will be separated from
it forever. This entails being separated from the prescncl! of God.
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Conclusion

Any lirst year Chemistry student could tdl you that \\e liw in a world in which the
principle of entropy stands true- we li\·e in a ,,.·orld that has a tendency tO\\ard disorder. And yet
this "'as not always the case.

In the beginning. God created the heavens and the earth. lie brought order out of chaos.
and installed functions in the cosmos. Inherent in the idea of a cosmos is an ordered arrangement.
God did this. and he called it good. Everything had a sphere in which to function and llourish.
Everything "'a~ in right relationship with all things. and communion with God wa~ possible. The
\r..orld \\as as it should be. This was Shalom.

In Shalom. humanity was made to bear thl! image of God. They were to multiply and
spread throughout the earth. and they were to give glory to God with everything that they did.
They wen: to rule as priests in his temple. They were to share in his creative function. For some
time. this happened. They were creative agents on the earth as they named the animals. They had
communion with God. Then. however. everything changed.

Humanity chose to sin. and with this sin came thL" disruption of all that God had created.
Sin created cracks in the ordered world. and through these cracks came chaos. Sin twisted chaos
and used it to infuse

th~:

earth and attempt to tum things upside down. llumanity was cursed. and

fulfilling function no longer came naturally. It became difticult to live as they should. One
choice aff~ctl.!d evt=ry facet of their lives. Their ability to commune with God \-\as shattered. ant..!
the functions that they had been given were no longer a simple out-flowing of who they

w~r~:.

This would require work. Most importantly. they were separated from God. They could rw
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longer be wholly who they should be. because they vvere created in connection with God. That
connection was broken.

All of creation was affected by the sin of humanity. With the sin that came into the world.
the spheres and order that God had placed in the creation were knocked otT center. Creation
longed to gd back to the way that it should be. hut sin took advantage of its advantageous
position and continued to mow things off center. Things tended toward disorder. Without God
replacing the order that had been lost. there was a tendency toward chaos. Ever since that
moment. sin has been causing creation to spin out of control while creation eagerly awaits its
redemption.

God then begins the task of bringing order back to the world. He directly intervenes in
the lives of people. but despite the temporary return to order the effects seem only transient. Sin
remains. and as long as sin and evil are in the world order can never

full~

be restored. Sin and

order are mutually exclusive. In an ordered world. things function as they ought. Sin. however. is
anti-function. Thus, throughout the whole story of Scripture. God's people keep falling into sin
and the subsequent chaos.

Through it all. however, God is the clear master 0\cr evil and the chaos that can come
with it. Even when it seems as thought things are completely out of control. God still shows his
sovereignty. He is sovereign to the extent that he can use the forces of chaos against themselves.
He can usc evil to master evil. He takes advantage of the fatal tla\\ of evil -its destructive
nature. lt destroys without limit. and it will destroy even itself. It\\ ill eat itself if there is nothing
good for it to feed on.
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God

rt!main~ l~tithful

throughout the story, even when his people arc ll1ithless and fail to

fulfill their function. ( iod continually limits himself and imposes a function on himse\L and he is
consistently t:1ithfull<l fulfill that function. In his mercy. he docs not let evil have complete reign
over the canh. He docs not allow utter chaos. Rather. into the midst of that chaotic and evilsaturated world he sends his son. Jesus.

Jesus is the one who holds e\'erything together. In a v.orld spinning towards cntropy and
destruction. Jesus is the plumb line that is going to redeem the people of God and creation. Jesus
is the linchpin in God's plan to bring order hack and to recreate a broken world.

God limits himself to humanit). and then to death. and that death is on a cross. Once
again God uses the anti-function forces against themsel \'cs . .Jesus dies. and hy dying he will
conquer death. With his death and subsequent resurrection. Jesus makes a n.:tum to Shalom for
the people of God possible. This is the one

\'1. ho

was promised. This is the one for whom they

have hccn waiting. And he is faithful to the end to fulfill his function.

When Jesus is raised from the dead. the whole world changes. Nothing can he the same.
The ultimate anti-function force. death. has lost its power. The future kingdom of God ha~
broken into the world. and the people of God wait eagerly for the day when their hopes for
restoration andre-fulfillment of function will finally be reali/.cd. As they wait for God to fullill
his function. they attempt to fulfill theirs.

They have been called out of chaos and are a new creation. and so they attempt to live out
who they are. Their identities and their actions are so closely linked that they cannot he
dichotomized.
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This. then. is where we find ourselves in the Story. We art' caught in a world that has
been thro\\'n ofT-center hy sin and is spinning into chaos. The forces against us are dead-set on
having us htil to fultill our function. For our function can cause change. However. God
continuall~

lays out who we arc and what we an: here for. We thus knov. how to understand

ourselves and how to behave. The imperative (commands on how to live) is built into the
indicative (statements about who we are). We must he who

\\C

arc and \\howe haw been

created to he. This is our function. There should he no dichotomy hetwel.!n who \\·Care and what
\VC

do. To separate the two is to lose part of ourscl vcs.

Our function is to live in communion with God and w-ith one another. We are part of the
kingdom of God. and our function is to spread that kingdom. This kingdom of restoration and the
good news of redemption are completely opposed to the forces of evil at work in the world.
Thus. we face persecution. We face the temptation to compromise. Yet.

\\t:

must hold on with

expectation. for the end of the story has not yet come.

One day, God is going to stop holding back the chaos with which sin

threaten~

to destroy

the world. One day. he will allow humanity to reap the full ramifications of the consequences of
their choices and actions outside of their sphere and in opposition to God. Creation will explode.
and all function and order'' ill he turned upside down. Chaos'' ill seem to he all-pervasive and
evil will seem to have won. However, even in the midst of that. God is still sovereign. God is
still on the throne. And he remains faithful to fulfill his function and his promises. He has not
abandoned his people.

Ont• day. God is coming to make all things new. He is going to restore creation. In the
remains of the old world that has been ruined hy sin and chaos. God steps in. Creation has
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participated in its own release and it is into the aftermath of letting evil do its work that God
hegins to create once again. Out of that chaos he re-creates. There will be a ne\\ creation. a r\ew
Hcawn and New Earth. Shalom will finally he realized. God will
people. All will function as it should and order \\"ill be completely

one~

again dwell with his

r~stored.

There\\ ill he

flourishing and fulfillment for all aspects ofthc creation. and everything \\ill live in the presence
of God.

This. then. is the end. or rather the rc-hcg.inning. of the Story. This is the ending for
which we arc waiting. Let us remember who we are and who we have been created to be. Let us
live out our function and live in accordance with the will of God. There is freedom in this. a~" c
walk hy the Spirit. We hold on with expectation. because the day is coming when God will
return. Order and function ,.,·ill he restored. In the New Creation. we will live in Shalom with our
faithful and loving God forever.
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